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NEW .MEXICO, MONDAY EVENING, Al'Kl..

ALliUQUEKQUE,

VOLUME 20

What Causes Smile of

STRIKE HAS

ATTORNE'

COMMENCED

ON THE SI) BJECT OF

QUALIFICATION

thracite and
C.'ilBRATlON

Issuance

of
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For

Go

Railroad Sued for
age to Cattle by

Bitum-

r UK?

Who Intend to Vote

Fraudulently, in Order

to Carry the Water Bonds, Should First
Consider the Law.

'
TO TUB

KVENING CITIZEN:
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THE CITY ATTORNEY HAS W FATTEN AN OPIN-IOAND IT HAS BEEN SUGGESTED BY ONE OF
THE SYNDICATE, IF ANY BE FOUND WITHOUT
A JACK
KNIFE AROUND THEIR WEARING APPAREL, THAT A WATERBURY BE LOANED THEM,
IN ORDER THAT THEY CAN MAKE A PROPER
SHOWING.
VISIONS
OF THAT $300,000 FLOAT AROUND
THEM, AND THEY THINK IT EASY MONEY.
THIS,
HOWEVER, 13 A MERE KALAMEIN PIPE DREAM,
SUPERINDUCED BY ARTICLES AND FAKE FIGURES
UP ESPECIALLY FOR THE MORNING
GOTTEN
KALAMEIN KALLIOPE.

tion is settled.

COMPLETE SHUT DOWN

IN MISSOURI
DISTRICT
Kansas City, Mo., April 2. There
complete
was a
shut down In the
bituniiuous coal fields in southwest
ern Missouri, Kansas, western Arkan
sas and territories.
No disorder Is
reported anywhere.

ARKANSAS AND INDIAN
TERRITORY ARE IDLE
Fort Smith. Ark., April 2. Five
thousand miners in this state and
0,000 in Indian Territory are now Idle.
It is predicted that the strike will be
settled soon.
PENNSYLVANIA HAS HOPE
OF RESUMPTION TOMORROW.
Pittsburg, Pa., April 2. Today be
ing the anniversary of the granting
of the eight hour work day, almost
everv mine in the Pittsburg district
is closed. Tomorrow, however, it is
expected, the miners employed by the
Pittsburg Coal company, and by sev
nl re
eral other local opemtorn,
turn to work, and that all the mines
in district No. 5 will U: running be
fore the close of the week. These
miners have received an advance of
of O'.i per cent and will sign the con
tract today for two years.

ZION CHURCH REVOLTS

IN STRIKE
SHIFTS TO NEW YORK.
New York, April 2. The Herald
says: "Interest In the anthracite
strike shifts to New York, tomorrow,
when the joint
of operators and miners will
in another effort to find a basis of
settlement, and it Is ma ! e more
by the report that the operators nay se:z- - the opportunity to
finally break with Mitchell and
f.,r the ojvn shop. S fir as
' li eoperators
fire roiicei neil. they do
not expert to come to anv s.itisfartory
WILL BE QUIET
understanding with Mi'rheM.
de-rla- re
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llow iiiiild Mr. Clancy show that under city mantitial sNa:a most foleuily, that It has no in- agement the water plant would pay running expenses,
Why,
city.
plant,
the
to
of
water
the
the
t.
sinking fund, save tho city t'i.nou per year, pay
,(! king su haul and spending so much money, for lis own extensions, and needed improvements, and
at.J iiin
reduce the price of water to consumers not less than 15
lterause that paper favors a municipal ownership ot per cent? Tho Journal says that Mr. Clancy showed this.
?
Critaiuly lii;. Eien more solemnly it has Hut Mr. Clancy did not, and could not, show any such
in i
He was simply uskliif; for information, and said
mum, and more frem ntjy, that it. is opposed to Iininii;- - thi!,'.
that he ha been told such thliiKS by a uihu who he unin.,1 .vuiers!i!p on principle. It has furnished ninieli'S by
reprints, sliowinir thu niuniei ai derstood was working for 'the wat.T company.
i!,,, .i
ii e;n;ir..o am ,1.,,,
,
L.i
lint nfti.l-- irlvilur
n llieu.-- utntiinit.litki tf tht U;ih'r
is e.'en.ne,
inai t,u t i l.ii.l
OAtlefSlitp Is a luuuie, iiiui ii i..
e'i
will denv this fad. I pany man, Mr. 1 lancy saiu that "ir these llKuroa are cor- wav No reader of that paper
,,.. ui
.
or., nl.l "
...
..Ml I ... .w,l ,il,l.. I.. fi,. 11,
m'j
then is U living lo move neat en aim caii.ii 'io ,n
authority,
on
Clancy
which
declines
to cer- Mr.
Vet.
.this
plant
city?
to
the
the a!e of the water
iiujj.:
Clancy
says
of,
tify
Mr.
that
the
Journal
tho
ac.urai-D
because the people wain to buy the plant? The
wauls to yell, and if the jeople w ..nt showed all t!,e tilings mentioued above. Was thuro ever
,a. I'a :.y
moie wimn ana jiremeniiaiej enun to oecentj me peo- nothing be t.aid on the subjei-t.in theiv n
.ini'jl has, for .lays, been bellowmi;, and lwl- - j 1'' i'1'" lo iini a Kol.l brick?
Yi l t a
He knows
Mr. Clancy is not a hydraulic engineer.
the limits of Us little paddock.
eit;;;
liln;; at all on the subject bofore the petiple except
i
d by hornets.
Why all this labor, and
'.j
jwloit be was told by a man In the water company. lr.
nth hi. a'ol libelous
T,
a n.Muauiie en:;nieei. ne hjiowe, noi uum nenr-- v
Iia-i!
lit "f Jones
n, ii
no Iniere.-- t ill the
,b
from per.Miii.il knoule le; an, I Jtv assures us, on
citizen, lint actions spi'iil; s,i,
of the
and estieciallv tl.au Journal v.ords'bis reputation an a scientist and a prncl ieal expert that
!o:n
ciii.ieity and should
.lack iu the face the plant lias reached the limit id'
:i iriluhi swear until it is
is i.o v'leiier than aiel not different from in.i be bought m any price.
Rut Mr. Clancy is a man of common sense, an hi
r.i.c,'ien; and every thoughtful eian
li.
tiiat the Journar.s mater, ai 'n'er--.- - conclusion of the whole tut, iter was that if the water
lie
ao r than that of any o'ie-- one per-!- : om ,:niy iii.1 not furui.-- Hie people with the facts as
i
!
of thus ; ur'iiiK the
"be etlici. licy of the plan', then the pe.iplo should rtJ'utt
lie purchase.
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FACTS VS. FANCY, ACTS VS. WORDS
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PER NOTICE
Chicago, 111.. April 2. Without a
demonstration of any Kind, Sou coal
mines In Illinois closed today, and the
53.000 miners employed In the shafts
remained at home, in pursuance of
tho strike order. Operators In Chi
cago announce that no precautions
have been taken to protect the mines
as they have faith in the promises of
President. Perry, of the local district
that order will ho preserved. Small
forres of men such as the engineers
and pumpmen, remain at each mine,
to protect the property from natural
causes. The men striking will be
allowed to occupy company houses,
and the
of rent during
tho strike will not be regarded as
irround for eviction.
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FROM DEATH'S JAWS

SAW
DOWIE ORDERED TO BE ENGINEtR

TOTAL SUSPENSION OF WORK
election1 vi socoRso
IN WYOMING REGION TODAY.
APPAREL.' AS USED IN EXEMPTION
Wi!i;e!-- I arte. Pa. Ai'ii: Z
In
'4
'4 '4
LAWS. HAS ITS POPULAR SENSE. AND INCLUDES ALL THE ARwith an ir;!e:' ir in President
g Citizen
Special to The Kv
TICLES OF DRESS GENERALLY WORN BY PERSONS IN THE CALL
,;
Mirehell,
of
Mine Workers 4
the Uri
Socorro. X. M
0"H 2. The
ING ANT) CONDITION- - OF LIKE AND IN THE LOCALITY
OF THE of A:h rica. there wi.- - n lo'al
election will !
one ill
i
Wyoming
f
of wuik
IT IN
KESII EXCF OK THE PERSON CLAIMING THE EXEMPTION.
this cii v to:n
There will
today.
e following
be 1H J " ' ' '..'! :
CLUDES WHATEVER IS NECESSARY TO A DECENT APPEARANCE
ticket, non.!:i. ted
'he citizens
WD TO PROTECTION AGAINST EXPOSURE TO THE CHANGES OK EVERYTHING QUIET. AS USUAL.
generally:
AT UNION HEADQUARTERS.
WEATHER. AND ALSO WHAT IS REASONABLY PROPER AND CUSF-- r
o
Mayr II.
llursuni.
Iiiipanupolls.
Itii. April 2.
A PLAIN GOIJ
WATCH.
TOMARY IN THE AVAY OF ORNAMENT.
For Tr asurer-- i:
wild Price.
.V'O.tmu nnM:eis of the I'nitfnl
HABITUALLY
MORE
NOT
IS
NOT
USUALLY
WORN
THAN
Cb-rV
WORTH
For
Robe. i'..ll!ns.
.Mine Workers of America I'.hl not
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Aldermen
AND COUNTRY MERCHANTS
AS AN' ORNAMENT; BUT
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p.Y FARMERS
today, awaiiing rdet s
;u!i wcrk
,,,,,,,-VI r , ...0i.
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that anyDRESS.
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WE
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THAT
ARTICLE
WHERE. liinj ur.tisual has ha,i,' iiei!. The of
'.rd.
EMas Paca, Feuvl;
NECESSARY.
1AP.MA. THE EXEMPTION LAWS EMBRACE THE HOME- - ,l(.iais f tile organiV !en ar, out of
AS IN
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- -- Hon.
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"THE PHRASE

Babcock Defeated for Chair
manship of Congressional Committee.

wtck-will
Another case, tho hearing of which Ktalc Iast
.
probably be taken up today or
tomorrow, is that of Robert Sawyer tU LAYtLLt AuAINjI
and Arthur Adams, two negro seamen'
TurC WAItK VlUKiVj
Too Late to Stoo Train-F- ive
on the schooner Berwln, who,
with
Dismissed, but Whom the People
another negro of tho name of Scott
Thousand Saw Miracukilled the captain, mate, engineer and' HE HAS PLENTY OF WATER, AND
Preferred to Their
the cook of the vessel, all white men,
TAXES, AND OBJECTS TO AN
lous Escape.
llatteras, last fall and threw their
CREASE.
Old Leader.
were)
bodies overboard. All three
!
sentenced to be hanged by the federal Gentlemen and Citizens.
I wish to say a few words In regard
Chicago, 111., April 2. Hauling with court in North Carolina and Sawyer
Chicago, 111., April 2. The open
and Adams appealed to tho United to the coming election, and especially
revolt against John Alexander Dowio, adverse currents of ulr, which were Slates supreme court.
about the water question. . I have
which took place yesterday, was fol blowing him directly In front of the
The action of the United States lived hero twenty-siyears, paying
lowed today by the transfer of all Illinois Cencral express, as he de- supreme court in the matter of the taxes, and every year paying more
public property of the Church of scended 5,000 feet from a balloon, in negro, Kd Johnson, who was lynched and more. Now, how would it
Jon to Alexander Granger, the man a 'parachute, Win. Mattery, tho at Chattanooga, Tenn., after an ap- the city buys the water plant?le IfI
whose dismissal Dowie directed In a French aeronaut,
yester.lay fought peal had been granted to him by the would have to auction off wftat proptelegram from Mexico. Tho warranty for his life, whllo 5,0ui)
United States supreme court, is erly I have and have my wife put into
watchdeed and the bill of sale were filed ed the struggle.
engineer did awaited with considerable Interest. As a box car, and count the ties myself,
The
today iu the Iako county circuit not see the aeronaut until he Tvas Johnson Is dead the hearing of the in w hatever direction I would face.
court, at Waukegan, 111., by W. G less than one hundred feet In the appeal would naturally be nugatory In a few years If the city buys the
Volivia, president of Zion, who was
and had ho died a natural death, that water plant 'ate up with taxes.
directly In front of him. He
appointed by Dowie some months air, the air brakes, but could not would settle matters.
In this case,
As for water, I have three teet of
ago, by which all the lands standing stnn tlu
Yprtinir however, the death was not natural, water where I live, and have three
Mnttnrv
train.
in the name of Dowio and wife, are every muscle, tried to swing himself j but. in a certain measure Involves a d :zen odd chickens. I
lost half
made over to Granger for the benefit out of the way. As the parachute caso of contempt of tho supreme a dozen of them and hadhave
to trade the
of Zion City and the followers of sank to the ground, he jumped, and court. In well informed circles It Is
rist off for ducks so that they could
Dowie generally.
done in swim.
escaped death under the engine by believed that nothing will be supreme
There are parties here In town
as
power
so
tho
matter
far
Voliva holds Dowie's
of at a few feet, while tho parachute was the
whom I know, who came here In a box
taking
beyond
torney, and by virtue of it, he has crushed
concerned,
Is
court
car, and never paid any taxes, but got
formal cognizance of the appellant's situations
turned over to Granger everything in.
from the city and county.
son,
death.
ion. Dowie s wife and
It Is'
R. NICHOLS CHARGED WITH
county
Is swamped with taxes
This
claimed by residents of Zion, have
OFFENSE IN PENNSYLVANIA. ANARCHIST PLOT DISnow, and how would It be If this city
allied themselves with Vollva.
IMts'.mrg, Pa.. April 2. J. R. Nich- COVERED IN SPAIN. should buy the water plant?. We'd
Ijite in the day
telegram
2.
April
The Spanish au- - have to auction off our property In a
Madrid,
,,,, in ,.r,wtlnn will, tlwv fallnro nf
sent ijowiv, announcing uiai ne nan
an an- - few years and leave for pastures new.
discovered
have
been suspended from iie church he ,;.
.,..,ri.Sl,
ailonal bany of Alle- - ichit plot at iA'hrija, twenty-nin- e
If the it y wants its own water sysmm some
had founded. IX is
p. waived heuring today be miles from Seville, the center of tho tem, let them buy it thirteen years
i i,,.,,.
his followers practic polygamy, and t( ,.. .
Siatis Commissioner notorious black hand, to assassinate from now, when liio water company's
Tils bail for ap- - members of the royal family during franchise cxpirt s.
renewed
and
u uwikhiicu are n'm in !(
t tho visit of King Alfonso, the dowNow gentlemen, lot's get together,
earan. c at tile next term of the
which meets in May. Nich-(i- ! ager fueen, Christina, and the sister down this big attempt at graft and
ciurt.
Lead and
u.is fuiiiHilv nrivatc H'eretarv of the King, Iiifantn Maria Teresa, to vote for the best interests of the peoNew York, April
cop- - t()
ple.
ii. Andrews, delegale to con- Seville during holy week. Censorsteady and
KI LAVEIJJl
ship prevents sending further details.
ifoai New Mexico.

M AN
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collar-button-
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Man Descends in Parachute
Founder Is Repudiated and
in Front of a Moving
Property Is Sold to
fir
Railway Train.
Granger.

ILLINOIS MINERS fiQ

n

COMMISSION

ay

THRILLING ESCAPE

AGA1NLT JOHN DOWIE

SUSPENSION COMPLETE IN
THE ANTHRACITE FIELDS
Philadelphia, Pa., April 2. Reports
received today from the anthracite
li his state that the supension of min
ing Is complete. No dist url.ances are
reported from any section, and the
region has al! the appearance of
holiday.

There has been so much said, the past few days, regarding the efforts
syndicate to carry the water bonds by the
of the Gillenwater-Macphersos
voting of alleged taxpayers (those having watches, a penknife, a few
and other necessary wearing apparel), that a representative of The
Evening Citizen, this morning, called at the office of Hon. Ncill B. Field, and
he was permitted to copy the following important decision on the subject by
the circuit court of appeals of the Fifth circuit, Judges Pardee, McCormick
and Shelay rendering the decision:

FEDERAL RAILWAY

Washington, I"). C., April 2. Thia
Washington, P. C, April 2. In an
pension day In the house, there
opinion of Justice Drown of tho su- being
preme court of the United Slates, was a large attendance of members
that body convened. Approdelivered today, was decided r.ie case when
priation pension bill was sent to conof the Houston & Texss Cencral vs. J. ference.
The Naval Academy hazing
A. Mayes, In favor of the company,
conference report was adopted.
Mayes ordered
seventeen cars, in bill
The personal liability bill was called
which to ship C23 head of cattle. Tho up,
Sterling of Illinois stating iU
cars arrived twenty-fou- r
hours after leatures.
the time set In tho agreement.. Mayes
Senate Very Quiet.
sued under the Texas law for dam-ag- o
When the senate convened today.
done hfs est tie by delay, and Senator
reported the urgency
also under the state law to recover deficiencyHale
bill, and gave notice that
$25 per car on his contract with the
company. The lower court upheld he would call It, up tomorrow.
tho complainant. The supreme court, RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS
however, holds that a law which
MEET IN WASHINGTON.'
takes no account of accident Is too
Washington, I).
April 2. The
arbitrary, encroaches on federal con eighteenth annual C.
convention of th
trol of IntersWi'te commerce, and Is, National Association
Railway
of
1 no cniei
iiuuuiiBuiuiiuiiHi.
rV.mm sslnnr.ru rmnnml
o,lov
horn
Justice
Justices Harlan and Mc- - nll(, wiu probably remain in session
Kenzie dissented.
for (nreo or fou da g The attend.
Washington. D C.. April
ls vcry large an(,
8tate ,n
supreme court of the United States ,he unlon
represented.
An inter-toddecided the Michigan railway 0StjnK progrnm has been prepared, in-t- ax
cases. Involving the railroads forcludlng a number of recreational
years, against the railroads. tures.
The opinion was by Justice Brewer,
The case Involved the validity of IhelBABCbcK DEFEATED FOR
Mulligan law, fixing the tax value of;
REPUBLICAN CHAIRMANSHIP,
nillr ad property on the same aver- , .
value at. which other property ,a fcI''a to Evening Citizen,
D. C, April 2. Owing.
Washington,
assessed. As this nearlv ouadrunled
the fixes paid by the railroads, theyito the condition of the statehood and
democrats
resisted, and approximately $2,000.'- - some other bills, the
000 of back taxes ls now collectable. threaten to filibuster all legislation.
They are now demanding the call of
the house on all questions.
SENATOR BURTON'S CASE
Babcock was defeated
for tho
BEFORE 8UPREME COURT. chairmanship
of the republican con- Washington, I). C., April 2. The gresslonal committee.
supremo court of the United States
Andrews is slated
, ,v, as tho New Mex- today began the hearing of the an- - ,
peal of benator Joseph Ralph Burton BresRional
committee. The trouble is
of Kansas, from tho judgment of the to
C(m
flnd the best man
iviu mi viui k til 01, jwuio, Itiu., vuu- - secrclary.
vkting him of accepting retainers in
cases pending before the departments. JEFF DAVIS LEADS IN
The early hearing of the appeal was
ARKANSAS SENATORIAL FIGHT.
decided on because the state and peo- T.lUlrt, tfislr Abn,.ll Q
TTnn.
"
clEl returns show that Governor Jef-,
f,
. ii
i

Nev---'-- "

NOT ONE IS AT WORK,
SAYS COLUMBUS ADVICES.
Columbus, O., April '1. It was announced today that of Ohio's 40,000
miners, not one is working
They
will remain out until the wage ques-

WITH

Control of Interstate CommerceSenator Burton
Before Supreme Court.

'

BacK to Work

31.

Wearing Apparel is Not
Taxable Property.

Goes to

De-

Si.

Philadelphia, Pa., April 2. Pending
conference in
New York City tomorrow, between
the coal operators and John Mitchell,
thn nnsmenstftn In The n lit hrneiT e flis- Urict la nracticallv coniDlctc. Of the
160,000 men and boys In the hard
coal fields, who are affected by the
suspension, less than l.Oui) are at
work. In the bituminous fields, In
many mining districts, the miners are
idle, chiefly owing to the celebration
of tho eight hour day, rather than
because of the wage question in

REPLYING TO YOUR REMY
QUEST FOR
OPINION AS TO THE PROPER CONSTRUCTION OF
THE QUALIFICATION OF VOTERS UNDER THE ACT OF CONGRESS
OF MARCH 4, 1808, UNDER WHICH IT IS CLAIMED THAT THE CITY OF
BONDS FOR THE PURALBUQUERQUE HAS THE RIGHT TO ISST-CHASE OF THIS WATER WORKS. " HE LANGUAGE USED IN THE ACT
IS AS FOLIXWS:
ON THE QUESTION OF THE ISSUANCE OF SUCH BONDS NO PERSON SHALL BE QUALIFIED TO VOTE EXCEPT HE BE IN ALL REV
SPECTS A QUALIFIED ELECTOR AND THE OWNER OF REAL OR PERSONAL PROPERTY SUBJECT TO TAXATION WITHIN THE MUNICIPALITY.
THE QUESTION THEN IS WHO IS THE OWNER OF REAL OR PERSONAL PROPERTY SUBJECT TO TAXATION WITHIN THE MUNICIPALITY? IT CERTAINLY DOES NOT MEAN THAT ANY PERSON WHO HAS
A FINCUnt RING ON HIS FINGER, OR A WATCH IN HIS POCKET. OR
FIVE DOLLARS IN HIS POCKET BOOK. WHICH IS PREAMBULATING
PROPERTY AND MAY LEAVE THE MUNICIPALITY WITHIN FIVE MINUTES AFTER A VOTE HAS BEEN CAST, IS THE OWNER OF REAL OR
PERSONAL PROPERTY SUBJECT TO TAXATION WITHIN THE MUNICIIT IS A CARDINAL RULE OF CONSTRUCTION THAT THE
PALITY.
LANGUAGE OF A STATUTE IS TO RECEIVE A REASONABLE CONSTRUCTION IN VIEW OF THE INTENT OF THE LEGISLATURE. IT
"WAS THE INTENTION OF CONGRESS TO RESTRICT VOTING UPON
SUCH A QUESTION TO PERSONS POSSESSED OF REAL OR PERSONAL
PROPERTY UPON WHICH A TAX COULD BE LEVIED AND ENFORCED
FOR THE PAYMENT OF THE INDEBTEDNESS TO BE CREATED A3
THE RESULT OF THE ELECTION, AND NO PERSONAL PROPERTY
AVITHIN THE MUNICIPALITY CAN BE HELD TO BE SUCH PROPERTY
UNLESS IT IS SUCH PROPERTY AS CAN BE LEVIED UPON AND SOLD
FOR THE PAYMENT OF TAXES. THIS CONSTRUCTION IS GIVEN TO
THE WORDS "TAXABLE PROPERTY" IN AT LEAST ONE CASE I FIND
IN MONTANA, CUSTER COUNTY VS. YELLOWSTONE COUNTY, 9 PATHE COURT THERE HOLDS THAT TAXCIFIC 58G, 6 MONTANA. 39.
ABLE PROPERTY SIGNIFIES SOMETHING OF VALUE, SUBJECT TO
ASSESSMENT AND TO BE LEVIED ON AND FOR TAXES, AND FURTHER ADDS. "THE MERE ASSESSMENT OF PROPERTY DOES NOT
MAKE IT TAXABLE." IT MUST BE CAPABLE OF BEING LEVIED UPON
AND SOLD, OTHERWISE IT IS NOT TAXABLE.
THIS SEEMS TO BE
TOO PLAIN, OTHERWISE IT COULD NOT BE SUBJECTED TO THE
PAYMENT OF THE INDEBTEDNESS CREATED AS THE RESULT OF
THE ELECTION. TO GIVE THIS STATUTE ANY OTHER CONSTRUCTION WOULD SIMPLY BE TO NULLIFY THE EVIDENT INTENTION OF
C ONGRESS
IN REQUIRING THIS ADDITIONAL QUALIFICATION FOR A
IT CAN HARDLY
VOTER VOTING UPON THE ISSUANCE OF BONDS.
BE SAID THAT ANY VOTER CAN BE FOUND WITHIN THE LIMITS OF
MUNICIPALITY WHO HAS NOT POME ARTICLE OF PERSONAL PROPAS ABOVE STATED, IT IS
ERTY BESIDES HIS AV -EARING APPAREL.
A CARDINAL RULE OF- CONSTRUCTION THAT THE LANGUAGE OF A
STATUTE IS NOT TO BE SO CONSTRUED AS TO DEFEAT THE EVIDENT PURPOSE OF THE LEGISLAURE IN USING IT.
RESPECTFULLY,
AV. B. CHILDERS.
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MORE CARS
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TO

PARTY
Kor Mayor,

FRANK McKEE.
For Citv Treasurer,
HENRY E. ROGERS.

n

For Citv Clerk.
HARRY F. LEE.
For

Alderman, First Ward,
Term,
' T. HANLEY.
Ward,
Term,
A. W. HAYDEN.

For Alderman, First
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SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

Extracting

Painless
ALL

WORK

$6.00
$1.50 Up

....50c

ABSOLUTELY

$8
GUAR-

-

ANTEED.

BILL

CHARGE,

15c.

Make your wants
known tfcrouun
these columns.

rn

"

how-s-i

ob

BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
I have some ranched
to trade for city property. T. L.
McSpailden, 3io South Broadway.
tti
McSPADDEN
The exchanga man.
See linn for business exchanges.
300 South Broadway.
X
(.'HANG E I" have property in
HAPCOODS (Inc.), Brain Broker TO-E917 Chemical Uullitlng, M. Louis
Intra, Missouri, Kansas
Illinois
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
WANTED.
Albuquerque property.
Talk wito
Bellboys at the Alvarado
WANTED
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
hotel.
Broadway.
Carpenters
WANTED
and handymen, at 412 West Copper avenue.
Co
WANTED
Good men, any number,
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
for rock work; southern Arizona; On
wages, 30c an hour; work guaran- Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REteed for three, years. Inquire Abra- CEIPTS,
aa low as $10.00 and as high
ham's Employment office, 315 South
Loans are quickly made
as
$200.00.
street.
First
One
Time:
and strictly private.
MALE HELP WANTED.
month to one year given. Goods rerates
your
possession. Our
Wages paid while main in
MEN WANTED
learning the barber trade; situa- are reasonable. Call and see us beborrowing.
special
rate. fore
tions guaranteed ;
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Moler System College, Los Angeles,
Steamship tickets to and from all
Cal.
parts of the world.
WANTED Men in eacn state to
Rooms 2 and 4, Grant Bldg.
travel, post, signs, advertise and
315 West Railroad Aie.
leave samples of our goods. Salary
PRIVATE OFFICES.
$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day for
Open Evenings.
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. S.,
Atlas block, Chicago.
HOW
WILL YOU VOTE ?
K
salesman and book- WANTED
good
keeper; must speak
Here's the Ticket.
wages guaranteed to the right man;
best of references required. Apply
in writing, ly A. Kempenich, Per-altI
FOR A HOMb
1

FOR ALBUQUERQUE
ROOM

Alderman,

Third Ward,
Term,

1

ef, ofr ofr oo

Trust

'

ALBUQUERQUE,

oJ

V.

B. F. COPP.
N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.

u

Co.

I

NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus $100,000
i

H

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

TO EXCHANGE

i

f

St
With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Loan

1

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Win. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

SANTA-

&

FE

-

RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

N. M.
WANTED
Good men,

any number.
for rock work; southern Arizona;
No. 310, South Edith, 6 rooms, mod
XrOOOOOOOWOOOOOOOO
wages, 30c an hour; work guaran- ern, new. Lot 50x14Z; sewer, trees,
teed for three years. Inquire Abra- etc. $2,700. Easy terms, if you can't
ham's Employment office, 315 South pay cash.
First street.
PORTERFIELD & CO.
FOR RENT.
110 West Gold Avenue.
FOR RENT Good barn, 311 West
Silver avenue.
Notarial work and conveyancing.
Perhaps you noticed thai Governor
KENT Furnished or unfurnish
mil
Wood traveled for his health, while
PROFESSIONAL CARUS
ed rooms In new house. 613 East
John D. Rockefeller stayed at home
avenue.
Coal
for the same reason.
DENTISTS.
FUlt RENT Furnished rooms, for
Ap
no
gentlemen
only;
Invalids.
we
spend the sabbath?"
"How shall
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
ply at 20!) Hazeldlno avenue.
asks Johnny D. Rockefeller, Jr. There
Dental Surgeon.
now. Don't say the Rockelfeller Tam FOR RENT Rooms lor houKeep- Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
anylhing.
lly Is afraid to spend
Ing; large and airy; well ventilated
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
well furnished; rent reasonable. 524 Both 'phones. Appointments made by
"Why have you placed pickets
West Railroad avenue.
mall.
around tha,t house?" the chief of po FOR KENT Brick house, with bath
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
lice nsked his Inspector.
Office
207 North Fifth street. Maynard
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
at
"Because it's a fence." replied the
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
Gunsul.
inspector.
rooms, and p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. 'Ap
FOR RENT Furnished
rooms for light housekeeping; 611 polntments made by mail.
"Is It true that, your father stole
South Third street.
thousands of dollars?"
PHYSICIANS.
The proud daughter of the life in
FOR SALE.
DR. R. L. MUST,
surant.' official proudly drew herself
t: her full height, threw back her FOR SALE Thirty-threof
yards
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Office,
linoleum, cheap. 320 Huning ave
MARRY INDIAN LOVER Suffered for Five Years With Kidney shoulders, tilted her chin, and looked
Tuberculosis treated with High
scornfully upon the questioner:
nue.
and Liver Trouble.
Frequency Electrical Current and Ger
"My father stole nothing," she re FOR SALE Windmill, secondhand;
"I suffered for five years with kid plied, coldly.
ROMANCE STARTED EIGHT YEARS
micide. Treatments given each day
"Ho never stole one
1005
Arno
cheap.
South
ney
Address
liver
and
trouble,
which
caused
AGO, TO CULMINATE IN MARfrom 8 a. rn. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
cent. He simply took the money."
severe
street.
pains
across
a
the
back
and
In attendance.
Both 'phones.
RIAGE IN A FEW DAYS.
blinding headache. I had dyspepsia
'
Coionada
In
All
lots
FOR SALE
DR. W. G. SHADRACH,
Hard Luck Stories.
300
Awaiting the culmination of as pret- and was so constipated that I could
McSpadden,
South
L.
Place. T.
A large crowd attended
the surty a romance as' was ever written by not move my bowels without a ca prise party given for Mr. and Mrs
Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
Broadway.
I
was
Maby
thartic.
Chamber
cured
and Throat.
Miss
'
Cora
of
(.'has. Russell.
your
the novelist.
the pin
SELL, KENT Oil TKADE
rie Arnold, of Denver, Colo., and Al- Iain's Stomach and Liver Tablets and Mr. Taubman moved to this place
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300 Occullst and Aurist for Santa Fe coas
lines. Office, 313 6 West Railroad
bino Chavarria. a Pueblo Indian, from have been well now for six months,' last week.
South Broadway.
Mr. Arthur S.
of
Strickland
Mrs. Carrie Hall had the misfortune FOR SALE A drug store in good lit avenue.
the Santa Clara village, are at the says
9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
Tenn. For sale bv all to lose I.er house plants during our
Ialace hotel. Santa Fe, and within a Chattanooga,
tie town; a snap. T. L. McSpad p. Hour:
n
last cold rpell. Chagrin Falls (O.)
few days they will become man and druggiBts.
den, 300 South Broadway.
wife, after an acquaintance of more
Exponnent.
NURSE.
FOR SALE OR TRADE a good busi
WILL MARRY IN DENVER
Jinan eight ytars. Miss Arnold, accom-panieproperty.
T. L. Mo
ness
city
for
fellow
how
turns
No
a
matter
Mr. M. R. Wharram,
by two of lier sisters, the
Spadden, 300 South Broadway.
The trusts are on bis track;
Room 31, Barnett building.
Auto
Misses Geneva W. and Lillian U. Arn- MISS ARNOLD AND HER "HIA
ot
seven
acres
Cheap,
FOR
SALE
going
he's
when
That
him
swat
phene. C13; Colo., 1G5 B. Hours, 9
old, and Albino Chavarria. arrived in
BEWATHA"
SANTA
LEAVE
FE
Owner
on
back.
in
land,
ditch.
choice
close
coming
hydro-thorepswat
they
him
And
to 12 and 7 to 10. Massage,
that city from' Espanola, over the CAUSE MINISTERS WOULDN'T
going away; It's a bargain. Address
The man who flees from frigid
and other Battle Creek methDenver & Rio Grande railroad ThursOFFICIATE.
114,
City.
Box
lands
ods.
day afternoon, and shortly after their
goes
up
coal
price
in
When
FOR SALE Small stock merchandise
arrival in the city procured a marriage
Miss Cora Marie Arnold, wit'.i her
UNDERTAKER.
warmer
Will find on reaching
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 3U0
license from Probate Clerk Marcos two sisters, Misses Lillian and Gen
climes
South Broadway.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo. Red 115
Castillo.
eva, and her fiance, the Pueblo In
Some trust has boosted ice.
FOR SAIE A hauusome mrdmaii
A. BORDERS,
It was their Intention when they dian, Albino Chavarria.
left Santa
piano, In fine condition and almost
City Undertaker.
arrived Thursday that the ceremony Fe last Saturday morning over the
Washington Gossip.
For partlcu Commercial Club Building. Black
Lew, at a bargain.
bo performed Thursday evening, but Santa Fe railway, and arrived 1n Den Special Correspondence.
lars, call at this office.
and white hearse, $5.
on account of circumstances which ver at ti o'clock yesterday morning
men
have
A number of railroad
arose, their plans were altered, and and soon after their arrival lu hat been seen on our streets the last boil SALE
25,000 raneu al a Our
LAWYERS.
pain; will take small property iu
Kft in rather an indefinite state. Rev. city Miss Arnold 'and Chavarria were week.
or
phone
wire,
exchange.
e
Write,
sen-alW. R. Dye, of th Episcopal cluirch, married, pr..hably by Rev. Dean Hart.
Bernard S. Rodey.
Half a dozen members of our
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquerue
was called up;n to perform the cere- Chavarria did not abandon his Indian
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303
Sundayed in New York.
mony, but sent a request that he be costume before starting on his trip to
South Broadway.
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
Mr. and Mrs. Nick I.ongworth had
excused, on the ground that It was not Denver, being Pressed after the fan callers the other night. Nick is a FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
For business pertaining to the profession
customary to perform ceremonies In tastic manner of his people.
cfty or ranch property, a new furn- Will practice in all courts of the terrl.
great entertainer.
bin church during the Lenten period.
ished rooming house. Best location tory and before the United State
Some rowdies from the west were
"We want to be married as so:m as
Kev. George F. Sevier was also called possible," said Miss Arnold.
in the city. Address F. J., this of- land office.
driven off by the uiarsball yesterday
upon, but asked that he 1h excused
fice.
"Esta biieni." said Chavarria, wiio just as they were about to stone the
Ira M. Bona.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWlor personal reasons.
32 F street
Chinese minister's house. Their ex- FOR SALE A good general merchandoesn't speak English.
performed
ceremony
Chiwill
be
The
cuse was that they saw several
dise anil grocery business, with meat N. W., Washington. D. C. Pensions,
Episis
an
As
she
Life
supposed
Rheumatism
days.
Makes
Miserable. namen enter the house and
within a ftw
market included, and buildings for lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
A happy home is the most valual.lt
copalian and she desires to have the
Have a
it was a Chinese laundry.
Inquire, M. Dragoie, 300 letter patents, trade marks, claims.
rent.
ceremony performed by a minister f possession lhat is within the reach care, boys. Visitors are always welNorth Iiroadway
H. W. D. Bryan.
may.
go
you
party
enjoy
cannot
must
they
mankind,
but
its
lot
come in Washington, but
Hiat denomination tiie
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlhuquer
FOR SALE Black Moiiorcii and Bar
no
will
suffering
If
comfort
from
w
Hart
are
ymi
gentlemen,
Rev.
to Denver here
conduct themselves as
red Plymouth Rock eggs, for liatch que, N. M. Office, First National
matter
Imsi
the
rheumatism.
You
But
aside
throw
fie aske.l to officiate.
matter whether they are Irom
ing; 75 cents per Dotting. Ed.
Bank building.
or Kansas.
has not been definitely settled anyjness cares when you enter your home
Albuquerque, N. M.
E. W. Dobson.
you
from
out
can
of
ami
be
will
married
be
those
some
relieved
rst
Secretary Taft had
further than that they
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWc i a s s , d ou b!
Office Crcm
rheumatic pains also by applying town guests the other day and lie FOR" S A iTlJA-fiand that iu a very short time.
shDtgun; bran new
reled,
well block, Albuquerque. N. M.
Chamberlain's Pain Halm. One up- - spiead himself to give them a good
newr has been used; one of th
time. Ami you know what it nivalis
LAND MATTERS.
OTERO COUNTY ADVANCING
test makes. Call at The Citizen of
when Mr. Taft. spreads himself.
particulars.
tlce
for
quite
oi iiig auoui a permanent i urc.
was
H. W. S. Otero,
who
George Dewey,
"
Court Commissioner,
JARILLA MINING CAMP MAKING sale by all druggist s.
of t lie FiTit "s.LE OR TRAuK 2 rooming
States
United
time
prominent
about
the
ALAMO-GORDhous.-sT. L. McSpadden, 300 South 703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
PROGRESS
GREAT
Spanish
war. is out in an interview in
"HUMAN HEARTS."
11 n mil way.
DOING WELL.
to matters before the land office
an eastern
paper on battleships.
George is considered quito an authFOR SAI.K O R T R A 1 ) E A r e y o u I
Prich-ar- d
in
any
newspaper
If
is
virtue
BEAUTY CULTURE.
there
W.
George
Attorney General
I have some
ority In bis line.
in mines?
was recently in Alamogordo, the c: niiiieiulation, and if th ( udorsc
of
one
with
told
good
A good story is
deals. Talk
about
said to be
MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
county seat of Otero county, on legal liienl of the public at large, l.ir lie in- scnalors
who shall be nameless.
nie T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broad-wsGraduate of Parisian Institute.
business, lie brliige favorable re- i,;'s; i oit years, is to be taken a a A uiiido was escorting a number of
Late of New York city. The lates
ports from that section of New Mex- criterion, then "Human Hearts" wlnen sightseers through tho capital when FT7"
restaurant scientific nppHance and up to date
SALE Firsl class
ico, and is much impressed with the will l.e presented at the Elks' op Senator Blank was seen.
opposite
an
depot, for methods fo- - treating the hair, face
room
lunch
i
;i.
muse,
renursiKiy,
i
April
r
era
is
various,
manner in which its
Senator
"is
guide,
said
"There."
the
good
Doing
a
sa
business; and scalp. Complexion steaming aad
In
as
talnly
developed.
entitled
lake
rank
to
the
sources are being
e 'I reason for
selling. Address, bleaching: manicuring and shampoo
treat. American drama.x During ' the Blank." state does he represent?"
tiHaking of his visit, he said:
water
II. P. Citizen olllco.
"What
automatic
ine. Electrolytic
it "Human Hearts has
"Between the towns of Alamagorilo many jiais
asked one of the of sightseers.
massage, C13 West Gold avenue.
S
I .K
N e xv f iiriili il re o f four-repre-s- t F
and El Paso, Tex., there has sprung been presented in this country, the
he
state
what
"I don't know
!'" :m house; sewing machine. Jew- Auto phone 279.
up the town of Oro Grande, which, in praise accmtltd it by newspaper critnts," replied the guide, "but he
el
stove. Cheap, if sold at
NOTARY PUBLIC.
npito of tho fact thai it is still young, ics ami lh general public, has
conies from New York."
n !.
C.
Fuehr. Iiul South
E.
lias a population of nearly f.uu thrifty universal. There have been no disK. D. Maddison,
Thos.
ap
vertlit
of
'hue
es;
people.
senting voli
the
The last
and Industrious
J"' .i'ii slreet.
Wt
COMING EVENTS
protul h?.s been unanimous. Even riry
Fi i f
I was through that pari of the councheap, owner must Office with W. B. Chllders, 117
Gobi avenue
try, a few months ao. there was no val managers have graciously uc
ill. quity in a modern eight-rooApril
Ci'v eb et ion.
slgu of a town, so thai you can easily know lodged lhat "Human Hearts" is
t: ::i
ARCHITECTS.
and 1mix142 fool lot, dose in
April
-"- VYaat W nun Will Do."
imagine I was somewhat surprised, a "mighty good l lay."
:.
roadway. Four rooms rented
and V. O. Walling
Hearts."
April
Spencer
the
W.
Human
beheld
F.
when in pussing there,
per month. 'Puis is a ctiap.
Human Blood Marks.
ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
Anril 1.1 Easter Sunday.
prosperous town, which it seemed to
14.
Box
s,
Owner.
A tale of horror was told by marks
Albuquerqup. N. M. Both 'phones.
April 20 Military ball. Company G. I'11';
me, must have sprung up over nUht.
ALE Here is a bargain.
Scott, the Death
Mav
"The mining development of the of human blood in the home of .1. W.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
val-l
in the Rio Grande
of Vallev Miner, at the Elks' opera house.
district is responsible for Its rapid Williams, a well known merchantyears
nly four
water:
of
plenty
tll(J
Twenty
Casino.
Ky.
He
writes:
Bac,
of
that
15
claims
Mav
The opening
growth ami tho mineral
J. R. Farwell,
all culti-nori h of the it
of the
23. N. T. Armijo Building.
are being developed in a remarkable ago I hail severe beiuori'liages when
Room
1
place
I
to raise
No.
EXPERT CHEF AT THE WHITE
fashion. The town is keeping P'P lungs, ami was near death
ACCOUNTANT.
:is and glow their fi ed. N.
ELEPHANT WILL SERVE A MER.
with the growth of the district. The began taking Dr. King's. New Discov..
& Co., 215 West Crobl aveCHANTS' LUNCH FROM 11 TO 2:30
l"'' and
Books aud
water supply is pumped from a point ery. It completely cured
ACCOUNTING
EXPERT
It DAILY.
in the mountains known as Dog Can- have remained well ever since."
ited, statements prepared, improved
coii'-'hs- ,
hemorrhages,
chronic
cures
needs
the
LOST.
yon, and is plentiful for
Installed. Twenty years'
has
lCerv vehicle on our floors
settled colds and bronchitis, and is
guaranSatisfaction
of the inhabitants.
"Small, "black i :m
, con
experience.
two weeks' notice to get out. We
lungs.
weak
for
only
Alacure
known
the
vicinity
of
"In the Immediate
wo need the
teed. George H. Browne, 110 South
:.g gold watch. Return to C'itl
n
drugthan
more
room
tho
by
all
guaranteed
Every
bottle
satisfacvery
mogordo. matters are
Sccoud street, Albuquerque, N. M.
Mice and receive reward.
money. Albuquerque- Carriage Co.
tory. The trees aie green and crops gists. 5i ic ami $1. Trial bottle free.

Tho following bill was introduced
Year March
22d, by Senator Penrose of
Pennsylvania, read twice, and reSAMUEL. NBLfSTADT.
ferred to committee on public build
ings and grounds:
For Alderman, Fourth Ward,
Be It enacted by the Senate and
Term,
House of Representatives
of the
JOHN S. BEAVEN.
United States of America, In congress
assembled:
Thut the Secretary of
FW Member of t'ne School Board, First the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
Term,
Ward,
authorized and directed to contract
E. U WASHBURN.
for the erection and completion on
the site already acquired by the gov
Board,
Second
Sehool
of
For Member
ernment, of the United States for the
Term,
Ward,
purpose of a suitable building, inWILLIAM KIEKE.
cluding fire proof vaults, heating and
ventilating apparatus and approaches
For Member of School Board, Second for the use and accommodation of the
Term,
Ward.
United States postofflce
and other
OTTO L. RICE.
government offices In the city of Al
buquerque, territory of New Mexico,
For Member of School Board, Third the cost, of said building, including
Term,
Ward,
said vaults, heating and ventilating
GEORGE R. CRAIG.
apparatus, and approaches, complete,
not to exceed the sum of two hundred
For Member of Sehool Board, Fourth thousand dollars. The building shall
Term,
Ward,
be unexposed to danger from fire by
O. N. MARRON.
an open space of at least twenty feet
on each side, including streets and
aneys.
WHITE Y01JMG LADY TO
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THE SENATOR PENROSE

P. LEARNARD.
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One
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locklna for.

HAVE YOU EXECUTIVE ABILITY?
Men with the f Apartty Inr pettin results from ottiert
are sr.itxe. II V"U
iindtttaltititfs
lor caimntf i":t
setting position
hive siiclt a'i'Litv wn:a us
lio need
of employer"
oircd, ind will trll 1 ritfic
a"d t.eneral M.ina-penc.ilialtle O.tice,
r.
Hover. Oe-li- t Men, Auditor, Serrrlane. '1
etc., and ill pav from i tyo to
.f.o a year.
Si my pood positions l'r men liav.nff raoucy to iuvest
er w
"'It th'-ti tfice ill 12 rices.

9o

ordertd.

Alderman, Second Ward,
Term.
GEORGE

RAILROAD

EAST

NECESSARY
TRAFFIC

Passenser traffic on the aut mil
line between Rosvel and Torrance,
has increased so that It becomes necessary to pet more cars, and Manager Stockard has ordered three new
horse-powe- r
twenty-sevemachines,
duplicates of the three cars whlchthe
auto company already ha3 In service
with the addition of tops, which will
protect the passengers from rain.
Tlie auto line frequently runs two
cars full f f passengers on the same
trip, and coul.l often use a third car
if they had It, and It Is to meet these
conditions and also supply the demand
for autos thit the new cars have been

TICKET.

o

highland
pharmacy!

oweowir.

Automatic.

X

-
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teM

Ht'C you'll find

BANK WSTJTltTIONS

II

Citiz en Ads Will Reach Them

Q

y

AUTOS FOR
ft. MORE

ClTIM

or

10

tir.

H to
anrt mrilUnn .hotild bo add
Vr
I'l'KllOHINU COMPAWT.
m
orders
pootofTice
orni
onrrooo
on"
hacko.
Ht bo Biolo payab'.o to thr ordor of ihr

AS Wtt

A

A

op Application

famr br rotifrlnr

v

X

I

KU

Afrtrtlolmt Ruts liadf Known

Drug, Medicine,

Sick Room Requisite
The Peniontos werr 'holding a
In;: and Oo Araks applied for
n'""iA
The elder TrnjiUo wasijfj
mittancc.
doorkeeper nnd told them to no nwny.l A T;
in am iiji ti
Tlv y hit him over the head X
pre
knocking him senseless. His 21 year A .: n';:
No ' xi i
tie:
::c'iii a'e
old son rushed to pick him up. While
ho was bonding over his father enn of O
ft.r iU Hv
the Arabs shot and killed him. The
two were arrested n.tnl will lie tried
at the treni of court now on.

t
Dtlly by Carrier, 60c per month
Tmm

X

i

Tikhs or subscription:IS "0
Petty T iH on vr tn .franco
fllf by mail. irr month.
ysr

X

X

cr.

Urgott City ind

Vtawklr b nail, oro

v
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Official Paper of Itarnnlillo County
and City of Albuquerque.
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OLD MAN AND KILL SON.
spci lal dispatch from I.ns Yi ;as
to
dated M.irrli 31. pay:
I
nh'ht in tlio district cast "I
I;
n. known as ('hthnnhu.i. Josi '1'rn- jiilo was sio and killed nnd his old
tallnr ,n Knocked on the head n.ui
it. is believed
fatally injured by two
An Mans.

The Citizen's Classified Cotomns Promote Business
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rATALLY WOUND

ARAD3
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Albuquerque Evening Citizen
COLUMNS
POPULAR -- VANT

MavbB You Think

prc-cn-

CITIZEN.

EVENING

4

Officers and Director.
JOSHUA S. RAT NOLDS

,

M. W. FLOURNOY

FRANK McKEE
FROST
H. F. RAY NOLDS

Most Anything

......

R. A.

0000CiC050CX0

President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
,
Director

...

OitHJ :v ''

U. S. DEPOSITORY.

!

'!

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

.....m rn,

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

Santa Fe Railway Company

&

I500.000A
$250,000,410

The State National Bank
ol Albuquerque. New Mexico
Capital Paid in
Surplus and Profits

$100,000 00
17,000 00

6--

,

d

O.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
N MARRON, President; Wm. FARR,
Vice President; J.
HERNDON, Cashier; Roy McDONALD, Assistant Cashier;
E. A. MIERA, I. A. DYE, J. A. WEINMAN, F. H. STRONG,
JAY A. HUBBS and D. II . CARNS.

INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.

ESTABLISHED

"OLD KKLIABLE"

l. e.

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE

p

CROC

ER

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

ALBUQUERUE, N.

RAILI DAD AVENUE

oo

Both 'Phones:
matic, 671.

.1.

C.

13AI-DRIDG-

K

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
Alwsys
PAPER
BUILDING
PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears stock
Llmet
P1ter
longest, most ecouomlcal, full
Paint, Glass, Sssh Doors, ft
measure.
ALBUQUERQUE N.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

Csai.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

ALT'--Ve-

1

Six-lanc- h

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

;

I

Kvs-'em-

-

i

ALBUQUERQUE

AND LAS VEGAS

i

ii.--

--

s

c

Co.
Colo., Red 284; Auto-

Standard Heating & Plumbing

I

".

M

hose.

;

i

li

Perhaps, yes. We may be a little1
out of the common run of comic paper
plumbers. In tnat we do work promptly, faultlessly and don't run up our
bills into extortionate figures. Otherwise, we're Just common, ordinary,
everyday plumbers, who like to treat
their customirs "on the level." We
carry a large and fine line of gardea

jSVt? nuS.r'wu"

i

i

ODD FELLOWS?

i

i

I

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

.New-Yor-

f

s

Flour, Grain and Provisions

Ix-a-

y.

17

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

M
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UNSOLICITED LETTER

FROM

Water

Bond

Albuquerque to Purchase the Plant at
To The Evening Citizen:
Having followed, with Keen Interest, tho discussion
presented In the city paper, concerning the proposed
loud issue of the city of Albuquerque, at ,the approaching
lection, for the purpose of purchasing and extending
th cpreaent water system, I would be glad to give my
Idea and conclusions, in your valuable paper, on this
absorbing subject, which so vitally affects the future of
our city.
At tho outset, permit nie to say that I have not
heretofore expressed my views in the matter, either
publicly or privately, and neither have 1 been called upon to make a statement, in tho press, by anyone; but, the
conclusions drawn have been reached through careful obFurthermore, it
servations and deliberate study.
hoped that no one may take exception to an honest opinion, reached In a conscientious manner, which all of us
owo as u duty toward good citizenship. It is believed
by tho writer that he has held the confidence and esteem
if most of the members of the Water Supply company,
and any opinion expressed concerning the present water
plant, are uot founded on grievances of a personal nature. In my miud, any conclusions affecting the solution of economic problems in sanitary, hydraulic and
mechanical engineering should not bo operative wuen
sought through malice or revenge.
What occurs to me the proper step for the city council to have taken before ever al'owing an opportunity to
vote iu a bond issue, would have been to select not less
llian THREE COMPETENT HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS
lo pass on the question of whether or not it would be
vvi.-,-e
or judicious for the city to take over the existing
wat-plant as It now stands; tho reason for this will be
made plain further on. This step should have followed
Immediately after Mr. Riffle made his report.
Permit nie to say, with all due respect to the public
in general, that the masses are wholly incompetent to
pass on the requirments or efficiency of any water system; this is absolutely a question for the hydraulic engineer, alone, to settle. The people, however, can readily
pass on the efficiency of the service after the plant is
onco installed; but the conditions as to HOW the service
wa.-obtained passes from them into the broad field of
the science of engineering.
Throughout the whole of the
Now. to the point:
water discussion, no person has ever been able to definitely show that water could so furnished ANY
CHEAPER by the city after purchasing the plant, tnan
what the present company is now doing.
Again, from an engineering and geological standpoint, a gravity flow of water from the mountains is not
A flow of at least
only possible, but is a certainty.
fi.iMii,(i(ii) gallons of pure mountain water, every twenty-fou- r
hours, can be developed at the base of the Sandia
Mountains, east of the city, in fully three or more localities; this, in my mind, is true beyond the peradventure
of a doubt. Even tho Jomoz country is not beyond our
reach, since the city of Los Angolca will bring its water
Jy a gravity flow for a distance of one hundred and fifty
miles. Should the water come from that source, the
problem now occupying the attention of the Commercial
Club, in irrigating the valley to tho north of the city,
oul thus be partially solved.
lxt me say right here, to the penple of Albuquerque,
that the present system of pumping water up hill and
then letting it run down again is entirely wrong. Why
not utilize gravity, this universal force of nature, so gen- vrotisly placed at our disposal, without money and without price? The many advantages of this system nre obvious to all.
The chief residence portion of the greater Albuquerque is destined to be on the mesa, about the University
Heights. A bill i3 now pending In congress for a whole
.section of land on tho Highlands, to be set aside for tho
city's principal park. He it said that the Highlands are
by right and must be supplied with water. Can the present system do it advantageously
Lastly, let us examine into the potency of the present plant before voting the bonds for its purchase.
I
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MR. W. E. NANKEVILLE

Announces
THE

NEVER

CEASING

SUCCESS.

HUMAN

HEARTS

!

AN IDOLIZED

STORY OF LIFE IN
THE ARKANSAS HILLS.

A

Presented With
CAREFULL CHOSEN COMPANY.

Superb Scenic Sensations.
Marvelous Mechanical Magnitude.
Scats on sale at Matson's Thursday, April 5.
Prlcea
Children

,

50c, 75c and $1
25c

ELKS' THEATRE

TUESDAY

3 APRIL 3
HOLDEN

BROS.' LATEST SUCCESS

The Marvelous Scenic
Melo-Dram-

What Women Will Do
One of tho Novelties of the Season.
ONE LONG LAUGH.
FAIL TO SEE
The Great Shipwreck Scene.
The Fight to the Death in the Storm.
What Women Will do for Love' and
Revenge.
The Ship Turned Upside Down.
The Live Saving Station.

DON'T

A

PICKED CAST OF CAPABLE PEOPLE IN THIS OHEAT PLAY.

We absolutely guarantee to give you
something entirely new and away
from all others.
Seats on sale at
Maison's.
Prices

35c, 50c and 75c

..SANTA

fTbMNCII...

Effective December JO, 1 905
Eastbound.

Westbound.

No. 426,
3: 00

Stations.

am

Pueblo

4:35 a in
7:30

3:00

Colo. Springs
Ar. Denver Lv.

am

12:51pm
11:00am
p m

No. 425.

Espanola

Lv. Santa Fc Ar.

11:05pm
9:40 pra
7:00 pm
1:26 pm
3:30pm
11:36 pin
10:29 pm

Darranea
Servilleta
Tres Piedras
10:00pm
0:45 pm
Antonito
8:10 pm
8:30pm
6 :40am
Alamosa
2:11pm
Embudo
12:26 pm
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner,
where good meals are served.
Connections.
At Antonito. for Durauso, Sllvertoi
and Intermediate points.
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
Intermediate points, via either the
standard gauge line via La veta Pass
or the narrow gauge via Salida, making the entire trip in daylight and
pausing througli the FAMOUS KOYAJL
GORGE.
Also for all points on the
Creede branch.
a. ii. I3A11NEY, Traveling Freljjhl
tiud I'asRcneer Aenr..
8. K. HOOPER. G. P. A.,
Denver, Colo.

pm
4:32 pni
4:02
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CITY BOY MANAGES
THEATRICAL COMPANY.

dramatic company has
Ariz.,

ed in Globe,

la

en

as

known

'

the

Monarch Stock company, which Is
under the direction of Harry (' irvil,
the talented yountr so:i of (1. W. M.
Cirvil, formerly of Silver t'lty. Harry
Carvil's ability as an a' tor and
is well known in Arizona,
where he has appeared. Ills graceful
stage presence ami clear enunciation
lias made him finite popular.
The
company will produce sbortlv the
"houglas,"
tr.iL'i dy
and a. no
cf
".Mo; hs." in the near Mure.
Caught Cold While Hunting a
W;ii. Tins.

Mr

Ejrj-lar-

.

constable at I'haplcau. Ontario,
says: "1 catiuht a severe old wiii'.o
dunlins 11 burglar in the for ut swamp
last fall. Ilearin:.' of Chamberlain's
found Uettiedy, I triad it M:d after
cities. I was comnsito.' two sinull
pletely cured." "I t is leincdy is inami
tended especially for enn-hloo.-o-n
w id
li
relievo a
mi
colds.
sevt 10 cold iii less 'ini1- tioni by tyiy
a f.tMOile
oilier tle'ltnielO Mil
stn rior Mvlieace hat;
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IN LUNA COUNTY.
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th Moon Inhabited?
Science has proven that the moon
has an atmosphere, which makes life
In some form possible on that satellite
but not for human lieings, who have
n hard enough time on this earth of
outs; especially those who don't know
that Electric Hitlers cure headache,
biliousness, malaria, chills and fever,
jaundice, dyspepsia, dizziness, torpid
liver, kidney complaints, general debility an (I female weaknesses.
as a general tonic and appetizer for weak persons nnd espe-cial- y
for the aged. It in luces sound
II y guarantee
sleep.
by all druggists. Price only r.Oc.

Presently the fern hears a "click,
click," and then is blinded by a light,
as witli a hharp point of iron it is
picked out of the mass of broken coal.
Hcfore it can comprehend the marvel
of a sweaty fact illuminated by a
smoky oil lamp in the miner's hat, it
Is tossed into a little car.
And just
to think that tho miner has evoluted
from the nrchegosaurus of the
age.
a moment later another
improved aicbegosanriis
whacks a
blind mill mule with a barre) stave,
n
is en
and the chunk of
the way to be decomposed In a -- "th
century blast furnace or iu your grate.
But with tiir miners' strike oil?
Then you'll have to le content with
fresh ferns and mosses. Ask any !lur- -

't
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and his helpers had an "experience."
.Many of the holes for the posts had
been dug with drills and giant powder, and the poles pulled by man
power up the sides of mountains that
a goat couldn't climb, which work
was doubly difficult on account of
both rain and snow.
Camp life has its pleasures under
cartain conditions and ut the proper
season of the year; but in the winter, at six thousand feet altitude,
camping out lias its drawbacks, but it
didn't drawback Mr. Joffcrs and his
party until the last pole was net anil
th elast connection made with the
central office. The convenience and
tho great advantages of the new line
are already appreciated by the residents of tlio Mimbres valley, who
"don't see" how they have lived no
long without the telephone.

1

1

WAIT-ING-

Lumbatfo.Sciatica
PlcurisuSoreThroai

r

The time Is not a great distance in the future until
we are ready for municipal ownership of a modern
gravity system, furnishing nure mountain water, that
will ultimately prove our greatest drawing card for outsiders, and a genuine blessing to tho denizens of the" municipality.
Very respectfully,
FAYETTE A. JOXES.

and

1
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LUMP OF COAL

Funny looking ancestors.
Yes. they are funny as some of
i. urs.
"
They look like ferns nnd mosses,
lliiK(. forefathers of coal.
Itight you are. Hack in the carboniferous era the era in which the
earth was busy canning its carbon
those ferns were doing business linger the names of Sigillariae and they
were big as a house and the mosses
were like the lycopodium of our day,
only they were sixty feet high and
bad minks like the old village elms
you rea about.
And round underneath them was a
grov.th of little ferns and little mosses and what not, and all about was a
made
moUt, hot atmosphere
that
tliein grow in a hurry. And as they
lied they piled up a mass of rotting
vegetation that soon got thirl; and
waxy and no telling bow deep. Maybe
this lasted hundreds of years, mavbe
only n decade; but tltat is why some
coal seams are only the thickness fit
a nifi- blade and others are ninety
feet thick.
Is It possible? Sure. And the first
thing you know the rising waters cov- rc,l this once glad field of vegetation
and thin for ages silt and sand set-dI
down upon it and compressed It
and hardened it; the silt and sand in
the meantime getting hard and
from the weight of more silt
II,
s.Il.l.
And perhaps the waters subsided
and y.iwr vegetation another chance,
and another coal bed was made which
in time became overflowed auain to
li,. iinritiHiit while layers of shale and
it
formed above
rock ;:rd earth
through the centuries.
man? Oh, he wa-ni l;i; orie
At'.. i
There were mostly
in on rids.
that looked iike
i r atwres
star fisii. nii'y the Mars were Ht h
end i f .: eia which had loots like a
They lived at the l.oMoni
ros,. bu.-iI M. r mams
t ilies-.,,
,,.
.f
limestone. i nere wtie
I..
;,1m
son ,e clams and Mia: Is 31. d ti.-to
human li.diu
imt the i.eare.--l
was a et : , lietv.c ' ;i fi h :"i'l a '1 I'
ll i: an arche ..- ti'e, ana Mm
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PUBLICATION.

(Small Holding Claim No. 648.)
Department of the Interior, United
Notice Is hereby given that an elecStates Land OHice, Santa Ke, N. M., tion will bo held In tho City of Albu11)06.
vlarch 5,
querque, New .Vcxico, on Tuesday
given that the fol- April 3, 1906, between the hours of 9
&
1 lowNotice Is licrchy
claimant has filed no- o'clock a. m. and G o'clock p. m.. of
tice of his Intention to make final said day, at the following polling
proof In support, of his claim under plaec
Sections It! and 17 of the act of
First Ward Cltv Hall.
March 3. 181 CG Stats., 854), as
Second Ward At oilico of Chas
amended by tho act of February 21, Chadwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
18113 (27 Stats., 470),
I
and that said
Third Ward At. office of E. 11
proof will be made before tho U. S. Dunbar, tm South Third street.
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
Finn t!i Ward Near corner of CopN. M., on April 14, 1!)0G, vir:
Pilar per avenue nnd Third street.
rrvi
Vigil,
for
1,
Lot
7
the
2a,
Sec.
T.
N.,
J
At which said election tho qualified
I
Price
ft 2 It. 2 E., and In Sec. SO, T. 7 N., 11. 3 electors
of the raid City of Allniquer-quo- .
K., lot 2, Sees. 25 and 2G, T. 7 N., It.
...
New Mexico, residing within the
2 E., nnd Tract A In lot 3, in Sic 3'., limits
of the said city, shall choose
All Drug&sts
T. 7 N., It. 2 K., and Tract H. lot 3, tbs following officers:
Sec. 35, T. 7 N., It. 2 h, and Sec. 2,
One Mayor For a term of two
T. 6 N., It. 2 E.
years;
DrEarlS.SIoaT
He names the following witnesses
One City Clerk For a term of two
to prove his actual continuous adverse years;
possession of said tract for twenty
One City Treasurer For a term of
wfaimw:
hi
years next preceding the survey of two years.
the township, viz:
Two Members of the City Council
JAPAN NOW TRAINS
Edward F. Otero, of Albuquerque, from tho First Ward One for a term
N. M.; Slsto Daco y Harn. of Albu- of four years and one for a term of
FOR TRM)E WAR WITH
querque, N. M.; Mariano Vigil, of A- two years, to fill out an unexpired
N. M.; Placido Salnzar y term.
THE UNITED STATES lbuquerque,
Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.
One
of tho City Council
Any person who desires to pro from the Second Ward For a term
test against the allowance of said of four years;
?
proof, or who knows of any substan
One Member of the City Council
MADE IN JAPAN.
tial reason under the laws and regu- from the Third ward For a term of
lations of the Interior Department four years.
Already tho Japanese are bring ' why such proor should not be allowed
One Member of the Citr Council
f Ing linen from Ireland, manufac- - 9 will be given an opportunity at the from the Fourth Ward For a term of
turin it Into collars and cuffs, it
time and place to four years.
nr. d selling
tho witnesses of said
One Member of the Board of Eduit In tho United
from the First Ward For a
f States, 8 cheap Is their labor. 4 claimant, ofand to offer evidence in cation
rebuttal
that submitted by claim term of four years;
Two Members of the Board of Eduant.
cation from tho Second Ward One
MANUEL It. OTEUO.
for a term of four years, and one for a
Heglster.
term of two years, to fill out an unexpired term.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
One Member of the Board of Edu(Small Holding Claim No. 1600.)
cation from
Third Ward For
Department of the Interior, United tcrri of four the
years;
States Land Office, Santa Fc, N. M.,
One Member of the Board of Edu.viarcn :;y, 1306.
cation from the Fourth Ward For a
Nctlco Is hereby given that the-- fol- tern of four years;
lowing named claimant lias filed no
FRANK McKEE. Mayor.
tice of bis intention to make final
proof In support cf his claim undr
NOTICE
sections 16 nnd 17 of the act of March
3, 1S01 (20 Stats., 854), as amended
Notice Is hereby given that an elecby tho net of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats.. 470), and that said proof will tion will be held In the City of All o made before
the United States buquerque, New Mexico, on Tuesday,
the hours of 9
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque, April 3, 190G, between
o'clock a. m. and C o'clock p. m.. of
.n;w- - Mexico, on May 10, 1906, viz:
Adelalda S. de Otoro, for the lot 1, said day, at tho following polling
sections 12 and 13, township 7 north, places:
First Ward City Hall.
range 2 east, and sections 7 and 18,
Second Ward At office of Chas.
townsdiip 7 north, naoige 3 east, and
Kit 2, sections 12 and 13, township 7 Chadwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward At office of E. H.
north, rang 2 east, and lot 2, sec- Dunbar,
THE. NEW JJI5UMMEI3
oti South Third street.
tions 7 and IS, township 7 north,
Fourth Ward Near corner of Coprange
3
east,
S.
C.
of
1600.
No.
II.
per cvenuo and Third street.
Washington, April 2. Anyone who
He names tho following witnesses
imagines the wily Jnp is not preparAt which election tho question of
prove
to
his
continuous
actual
adverse
authorizing the Issuance of Three
ing as carefully and comprehensively
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Rheumatism

In the first place, let nie say that the present water
plant, insofar as it goes and the quality of water furnished, there can be found but little objection. The kala- mein pipes are better than many would have them to lie.
So far, so good;, but the vital point of tho whole
question that most concerns the city, if the city main
tains its present growth, lies in the inability of further
efficient extension of tho present distributing system.
IN FACT,
THE LIMIT OF EFFICIENCY IS NOW
REACHED, AND PERHAPS SLIGHTLY SURPASSED.
This more especially applies to the fire service, rather
than to lawns and domestic uses.
Doubtless, the question will be asked: How do we
know this to be a fact?
The reply is easier given than it would be to correct
the evil. The difficulty lies In the SMALLNESS of t ic
,
chief distributing mains. The only solution of this
if we wish to build for the greater Albuquerque, j
that the present system of mains be replaced by larger
ones. This then would mean the inevitable reconstruction
of the WHOLE DISTRIUTING SYSTEM, and is doubtless the most serious question now confronting the
IT IS CHIEFLY FOR THIS
Water Supply company.
REASON
THAT THE CITY SHOULD
NOT BUY
THE PRESENT PLANT AT. ANY PRICE,
SMALL.
Were the distributing
pipes
on an average of six Inches In diameter greater,
then there would
most certainly
be one good
reason for purchasing the present plant; and, for myself,
I am a strong believer in municipal ownership of public
utilities.
The extra $50,000, above the $250,000 for the purchase
of tho present plant, as set forth In tho proposed bond
issue, would not be sufficient to make these changes for
a more effective distributing system, much less to exMUCH OF THE OLD PIPE
tend Into new territory.
WOULD UNAVOIDABLY BE SPOILED IN TAKING IT
UP AND THE CITY WOULD SUFFER A CORRESPONDING LOSS THETEFROM.
Another feature r the present plant that is undesirable, is the location ' i the pumping station. This, by all
means, should be o .e or two miles up the river from its
present site. It is not to be inferred that the water is in
any way contaminated; but it is not the place to get tho
water supply from the heart of the city, as there is a
certain degree of risk, regardless of the greatest pret Buttons.
In summing up the whole proposition, It cannot be
shown that water could be furnished any cheaper
through municipal ownership of the present plant, than
what the Water Supply company is now doing.
It is certain that plenty of pure mountain water can
bo had, by a gravity system; thus, forever eliminating
the constant expense ,,f pumping by costly machinery.
The storage reservoirs would be located far away from
the dust and smoke of the city. The Highlands or mesas
would become the great residence section of the city,
and would be supplied with water with as much ease,
under the gravity system, as the low lands In the valley.
Tho hydraulic pressure bead could be made any desired
unit for fire protection. The new park grounds that
will doubtless set apart for our use, could bo beautified.
I beg to say, in conclusion, that it would be
far better to extend the existing franchise to a period of, say,
twenty-fiv- e
years, with the assurance of some reduction
in the present water rate, THAN FOR THE CITY TO
TAKE OVER THE PLANT AT ANY PRICE.
OUR
TAXES ARE NOW ALMOST PROHIBITIVE; WHY
RUSH THE MATTER,
WHEN WE HAVE EVERY-THIN-

THE LIFE STORY OF A
What lii'.ve we here?
Why, tiiis is a lump of coal
fomu of vs ancestors.
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HYDRAULIC ENGINEER JONES
On the

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

'

e

(In effect November 12, 19n5.)
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:66
a. in., departs 8:25 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives ll:5t
p. in., departs ll'iOU a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives 6:45 p. m., depart
7:45 p. m.
No. 10, Chicago Fast Mail, arrive
6:50 a. in., departs 7:30 a. m.
Westbound.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:39
p. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrive
: 20 a. tn.
11:10 a. in., departs
No. 7, Mexico Ar California Express.
arrives lo:45 p. in., departs 11:59.
No. y. Fast Mall, arrives 11:35 p. m.
Southbound.
No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:16
1 1

p. m.

Local freight train, No. 99, southbound, departs at 5 a. m., and carries passengers.
Arrives From South.
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6:60
a. m.
No. 10 makes all local stops

east ot

Albuquerque.
No. 1 runs direct to Lo Angeles.
No. 7 runs direct to San Fraueisco.
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
San Francisco.
All trains daily.
T. E. PL'HDY. Agent.
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MERCHANT

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS.

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE,
O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR.

My ruercnaiH tailoring
over No. 2'''J West

siiep Is
Kail-oa-

d

rs

avtt-tni- e,

wbere I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first
,
I have bad fifteen
clar-uyears' et
perieiice. in the business. Suits made
to order. I'lotnea cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The sjiecif io I us3 will not
Injure th cloth. Ladies' garment
:.
cleaned an, walking skirt made
to orJer.
iv.e a trial.
a--

O. BAMBINI.
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IT IS REPORTED, IN CERTAIN CECTION3 OF
THE CITY, THAT WATER SUPPLY COMPANY WILL
RAISE THE WATER RATE IF THE BOND ISSUE 13
DEFEATED AT THE POLLS. DON'T PAY ANY ATTENTION TO SUCH F.EPOftTS. THE WATER COMPANY IS NOW CHARGING THE MAXIMUM RATES.
forsot the honds for the city hall, under the
heat and excitement of the water Winds. The city hall
nronosltion Is rood and wife. Vote for It, hut defeat the
Bcheme to purchase the water plant, for the latter Is
nearly all graft.

IWt

n
candidates have published their
The
platform on the water question. They will do nothing
in this matter without instructions from the city. Per
haps this Is the reason why tho water organ has bo far
dnrllnnl to endorse or raise tho ticket- - In the course
ticket were
pursued the candidates on the
from
the charge
them
course
relieves
wise, because this
Anyone
-- of being tho water works company's candidates.
can, with complete consistency, vote for tho Nonwater
against
the
Partisan ticket and at the same time
orapany's graft.
Non-Partisa-

Thoroughly Absorbent

(

of

Indiana,

Absolutely Hycenic

111!

New Mo!"".
Rut her '! wps placed unde.r arrest
afternoon and Immedion Saturday
on bond In tne amount
ately n b';
of $t
minified by J. It. O'Hielly,
Kie l Fish" r and J. II. Mayo.
The charg'S were filed before the
m and Jury by C. F. Coffin, attorney
for the plaintiffs in tho case, directly
alter the filing of a suit by J. H.I
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Those who asked the city council to ascertain what E. M. BURGESS, OF COLORADO
TELEPHONE COMPANY, IN THE
Hie water company would ask for its plant, and exON
INSPECTION TOUR.
CITY
pressed, in their request to the council, the opinion thta
BE
TO
SYSTEM
NEW
the city could float bonds at 4V& per cent per annum, "for
the purpose of purchasing the present water works, OR
ESTABLISHING ITS OWN WATER WORKS SYS
of
E. M. Burgess, superintendent
TEM," never contemplated tho purchase of the water
plant at $lo0,000, nor did they contemplate purchasing
the plant at all, if the examination of the plant showed
it to be Inadequate to the city's demands. They put into
their petition the explicit alternative "or establishing Its
own water works system."
There has been no change on this subject by those
petitioners.
But investigation has developed the fact
that the efficiency of the water plant's system of riis
tiil.utlon has been reached, that tho price of $300,000 is
pure and undefiled graft, and that a new, efficient and
plant, good for years to come, can bo estab
lished in Albuquerque for not to exceed $100,000. As
good citizens looking at their own interests and the in
terests of the town in which they live, they say, em
phatically, do not buy this gold brick.

Recently, wlu'n tho question was propsed to beautify
Denver at public expense, and at quite large amount
Win. U. Hughes, president of the Continental Trust
company, wrote to the Denver Times:
"We must not let our taxes get too high, or people
will be driven away instead of coming here to take up
their resilience. 1 want to say right here lhat since
came to Denver six years ago my taxes have been almost
doubled.
That is a pretty strong increase, and we want
to be careful about the proposed plans foi beautifying the
city or everybody taxes will be doubled again, and soon
Denver afflicted with such prohibitive taxes that no one
can ufford to live here. I want to see everything possible
done to make Denver beautiful. I want to see her one
of the most attractive cities in the world, but I do not
want, her beautified at the sacrifice of good, substantial
citizens."
Here is a word of warning, just as suitable for Al- ibuquerque as for Denver.
School buildings, sewerage
systems, city hall, street. Improvements all these things
ire pressing upon us and must be attended to. Nor can
they be done by others. They must be constructed by
tho city, and at the expense of the taxpayers. The tax
rate in Albuquerque is high, and still climbing. These
things which tho city must do and alone can do, must
make the tax rate, still higher. This cannot be avoided.
IWliere, then, is there any reason other than absolute folly the blind worship of a name without any
reality behind for adding to the city debt $300,000 more?
This addition is not imperative. The work is now liedng
done and can continue to be done for the next thirteen
years without additional tax to the city. If it is not being
well dune, the c ity has tho jwiwer to compel the company's performance of its franchise duties. But can anyone think for a moment that this $300,000 can be added
to the city's Indebtedness without either preventing the
carrying out of the other improvements mentioned, ami
which the city alone can construct, or else raising Albuquerque's tax rate to dimensions which will debar all
hope of growth?
1
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Mow Do Yow ILi&e Tlhis?

Dr. Jones says that the present water distribution
sytera of the Water Supply company's plant has reached
the extent of Its efficiency. In confirmation of this, The
Citizen calls attention to the expert report of Mr. Riffles.
In that report he tells of tho value of the plant. There
you can find the condition of the distribution system.
Hut he also reports on the cost of a now plant of the
present plant's style. In giving that estimate he figures
on pipes nearly as large again as the present plant has.
Why was this? Because, as an expert, Mr. Riffles knew
the pipes of the present, plant to be inadequate to the
demands of tho town. He knew, as Dr. Jones has since
said, that tho efficiency of tho present plant has been
reached. Honce, in figuring on a new plant of tho same
kind, he figured on pipe nearly twice as large. Get a
copy of the report of Mr. Riffles and see this fact for
yourself. If tho report does not contain these two features, It is an emasculated and not a true copy of the
report for which tho city paid half of the cost, but which
has never been given In full to the people.
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Summer Underwear, Fancy Shirts, Fancy Hosiery & Neckwear
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and we never had such
a fine line as we're carrying this spring

Not!nooncc
" TMI

Fibres!

Here are some of the fake figures, which the
Kalliopo is trying to impose on an intelligent
figures gotten after four distinct and always
reports of bookkeeping experts. Here are the figures:
received u net Income last year of
Thn narer
$28,490.13. Of this the city paid a little lesx than $!.'
that the company
Take this $6,000 from the
made because the city, under Its own ownership, will not
liave to pay the $6,000, and wo Ket a profit of not tl'i.- -490.13
as anybody except a Journal expert would natuntil y suppose, but of fli'U"'". Such Is the conclusion f
the water organ concerning the purchase of a plant
which the highest expert testimony in New Mexico says
has reached the limit of its efficiency, and should not be
purchased at any price, no matter how small, and which
Mr. Luchsinger says was offered to him about two years
ugo at a price a "great deal lower" than what is now
asked of the city, and which he refused to buy because
the plant was not worth the price asked.

w.;:iV

water organ says that, it will not be benefitted
the sale of the water plant. (Vrtaiuly not. So
one supposed it was doing all its dirty --work for fl'i'J.
"Jim," said his master to the old darky, you have been
fo de
stealing my chickens again." "No, no. iuas.-a,-;
Ijiwd, Jim ain't stole none of y chickens!" The master
paxaed on, and old Jim remarked t himself: "If he had
Bald ducks, he'd a had me." If the amount is put away
up in the thousands, which tin owners of the Journal
ill get out of the sale of the water plant to the city,
the uail will le hit on the head. I tut that is not the isto
sue, except to show why "the Journal is so red-hhave the people buy out the water company. When one
is robbed, it matters but little who gets the stolen plunder. The proposal is to rob the city by selling it for $100,-00a very evident gold brick. It matters but little to the
rity who gets the plunder. U is ull tho same, whether the
belief iciai i a are Macpherson, Oillenwater & Co.. or
whether the former owner of the water plant, identical
with the present owner of the Journal, gets "the largest
part of the proceeds. The point at Issue Is the robulng
of the city for private benefit.
ot
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Rev. Edward Bryan.

Word has just been received in this
city of the leath of Rev. Kdward Hry-an- .
of Urooklyn, N. Y., brother o, our
townsman, H. W. I). Hryan, from
pleura pneumonia, itev. Hryan was a
1'ieMiyterian clergyman and had filled
pulpits in several l'tnnsylvania and
New York cities, besides being located in Denver, Colo., and Milwaukee.
Wis., at different times. He was n
visitor to this city in ISfil, at which
line he occupied the ITesbyVrian
pnl; it in this city f r one sermon.

Pclequina de Sanchez.
"inina de Sanchez, a widow,
aui
'., died ut her home in Atrisco
yesterday afternoon, of a complication cf diseases, superinduced by ad- vaiu-cage.
Deceased was well
known in Atrisco, being a member
or '!!' or tne omesi ianinies in that
se'.'Viuent. The funeral ceremonies
wiii take place tomorrow morning nt
li o'clock,
from the Catholic church,
in ili.it town, the Interment being in
the Urlsco cemetery.
!.
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SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Will. CHAPLIN

i

Brunswick
BILLIARD
&

POOL

Parlors

Foundry and

Albuquerque
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Machine Works s

R. P. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Csri; gbsftlsin.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and lroa Fronts for
Buildings.
Repmlrm on Mining and Mill Machinery a Bpoclalty
Albuquerque. X. Jt.
.Foundry east Hide of railrond t'.ack.

MELIN1 & EAKIH,

Wholesale Hqno: and

Ciar

POWER PLANT

or accurate, or absolutely cor
A
roken pulley in the Allairpienuie
rect: AND YET EACH REPORT DIFFERS FROM ALL
Best brands of Cigars and
ouipany's power house on
OTHERS. ..How can it be explained that all these re- Tia.-:ioalways on hand.
.l
!n s(re't last niglit at 10 o'clock,
ports are from " i he hooks," and yet that no two agree?
a cessation of street car ser-They must l,e u remarkable set of liooks, from which four can
ironi that hour throughout the
ditferent parties have made reports and not one of the i'
..aider of the night, the break not
reports agrees with any one of the oilier three.
"
repaireil until l'J o'clixk, this
Due can but be reminded of the time when Commis- a. iii:iig, wnen service was resumed,
Proprietor.
packing
sioner Garfield examined the books of tho
i... pulley on one ot nie company s
thus!
rating machines broke,
houses, and published his report, lhat there was no meat
Barnett Building.
street,
Second
'
ing off their power completely,!
trust at all and that the poor packers were doing busisuch time as a new pulley could
ness on about the basis of i p,., cent profit. The whole mi'.:
'
ado and fixed in place. As this
country laughed and pronounced the fake report ridiculNovelty WorKs
i'
f the Traction company's plant Albuquerque
ous. I ut ill the meantime the water company lias uway connected with the city's
no
Proprietor
F?
HOPPING,
3.
tterly failed to supply the public with any information as
.c service, the latter was not af-- 1
321 South Second Street
plan:,
its
of
to the extent of its business, the extent
i
in the least, ihe c:lr service
where the pipes are loi ated and the capacity of the main
the only thing t,i Mlrr,.r from
Just received, largo shipment of
lie
Cleveland. Rambler, Columbia, and
and lateial pipes.
Repairing of all
Tribune Wcycles.
According to Mr. Clancy, whom the Morning Journal
hi Hart is piiitnu in t'onmiations kinds.
Kive us a call.
buying
Uefore
in
issue,
quotes as an authority in the matter, the bond
and
siv room
rootn
iir
houses
tho absence of sufficient information, should be voted
e Coronado addition, for miss
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
down.
the news.
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Dealers

C. Whiskies, Moet
Exclusive Agents for' Yellowstone and O.
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners asd distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue sod
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 19. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexice.
b".

The finest place in the city to
spend your Idle hours.
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is to clean up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.

0

0

on the enormous receipts of the water company. This
makes fo.ir. l'ii.-,- t there was the report of Expert Mayo,
who constructed a pipo lino once ou a time; ami it Is
that v. iie.i the water was turned on, the whole
Iking- went to pieces.
Then came the report of the five.
by a report based on the statements
This was folios-Mof a man understood to be in the employ of the water
company; ami now we have the business men's report,
llso signed bv five.
Now, the peculiarity of these reports is that each'
Bi: KE
oin1 protcsses to In taken from the books or tne waiei
company. Kach Is declared to be authoritative by

MANBELi

FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
Nettleton Fine Shoes '
Dunlap Hats

MORTUARY

I'

water organ has obtained another expert report

or

CSMTI
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Colorado Telephone company, 0
with headquarters in Denver, arrived
in the city today, and is looking over
the local field, acquainting himself 0
with conditions here.
He is on a tour of inspection of
the company's lines in New Mexico, 0
and will visit all the principal exchanges in the territory, beforo re 0
turning to Denver.
Mr. Burgess stated that ho round
conditions here, under the efficient 0
management of Major Elder, In excondition, and very well
cellent
pleased he is with tho outlook for 0
continued advancement.
Mr. Burgess stated that in a short
time, .the tlephone system in Albuquerque will be entirely reconstruct
ed.
Ho stated that the Colorado
Telephone company contemplated put 0
ting in an entirely new system, to be
known as the common battery sys
tem; the overhead wires will bo done 0
away with, all wires being in cables:
that a new exchange, in a building of 0
their own, would bo installed, and
that, the automatic system would be
used in place of the old system of 0
ringing central. He did not care to
state just when this work would com V

Emma M. Rollins.
Saturday evtnins at 9:50 o'clock,
nt the residence of her hrother, K.
GraelV, 1224
South Walter street,
Mis Km ma M. Itollins pawed away
In di'iiih, after a lingering illness. Miss
Rollins came to Albuquerque ahout
one yi ar ago for the benefit of her
health, from Taylorsville, 111. The
funeral services took place tills afternoon
at 2:3il o'clock, from, the
chapel of A. borders, Hev. J. M. Sollle
of tin- Highland Methodist church,
officiating.
Interment to k place In
Kail view cemetery,
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made and handsome clothing as we sell
from the celebrated WASHINGTON'

Non-Partis-

Complete

Boys

It's a luxury to wear such vell cut, well

p

If the Water Supply company cleared aliout JSU.nni)
last year, what can the people think of their plea that
they could not reduce prices to consumers, that they could
not give better fire protection to the city and that tney
could not make needed extensions and improvements,
which their franchise called for. unless the city should
extend the franchise to 1010, so that the necessary money
could be raised by a new bond issue? This was the plea
their Interested organ put forth for them a year ago, to
got the franchise extended. Now they say that they
made $30,000 in round numbers during the past year, that
the system Is ample and that the city can reduce prices,
pay interest, make a sinking fund, establish extensions,
and other things out of the year's receipts, and still make
Wg money. It is evident to any man that some tall
has been done, either a year ago or now. The
probabilities ere that the truth was eliminated both
times.

Gets tlhe

;

r

Tlheia smd Now

Wlho

We are ready for the season with everything
that's good and everything that
is correct.

;

er

The question is not whether Albuquerque ought to
own her own water supply. It is not whether each voter
Bball put on record whether he favors or opposes municipal ownership, it is not whether the city shall buy the
present plant or have no water works at all. These questions are not involved in tomorrow's election. The only
question involved is whether Albuquerque shall tomorrow
vote to saddle upon the taxpayers a debt of $300,000 for
a gold brick. In other words, shall the city saddle itself
with a debt of $300,000 for a plant which is inadequate
for present demands and which can be prepared for future usefulness only by an expenditure greater in amount
than tho purchase price? This is the question, and it is
based on expert testimony "that such is the condition of
the present plant.

Tin- 1.00 by

,,,,!,,, v number f thirteen in
embezzlement In
dicia;! ::!s. i aari-itij- returned on lnl
lis many " mitt.;, w
liust I. It. Rutherford, thej
Kildnv
rut while' niaiiaeer for tin- State Life

Insurance ronipany

000

:?vA

--

combine working so Industriously to
prove to the people that it is a bargain counter proposition? Note how their organ The Morning Kalamelncirculating
and
rrintine
ir.iiinno ia" "
r overtime
iuu.iun
literature prepared by the water company. Note how
their paid agents, such as the plumbers, are very busy
with arguments. Tho Citizen asks that you compare the
various statements which they have Issued and see for
fleures are not fake. If the com- i.roni - whether the
statement, why did not the coma
pany wanted to issue
pany itself issue a sworn statement covering a period of
wsreral years. Instead of covering a recent period when
they have been skinning the plant? Don't bo deceived.
Don't be a party to a scheme that has for its object the
purchaso'of a gold brick.

G

ooo

B.
RUTHERFORD ARRESTED
WASHFOR EMBEZZLEMENT
MINE CASE CALLED
INGTON
TOR THURSDAY.

J.

-

water-Macphers-

'

MONDAY, APRIL 2, 1904.

,

ij
Rutherford against the company
a!
recover $ 100, which Rutherford
hires Is due him as commissions on,
Insurance written.
The amounts unbezzled, as cdarged
in the Indictments, and the date3 of
alleged embezzlements are given
as follows:
?152.43
January 3, 1906
130.44
Juno 20, 1905
16.68
When the materially interested water organ, other- Juno 20, 1905 1905
393.00
September 25,
wise called tho Kalameln Kalllope, and formerly known June
2MI.88
20, 1905
plain,
Democrat,
and
the
as the Democrat, the Journal
116.67
September 16. 1905
common Journal, says that there Is any Harrison-Strlckl124.56
4. 1905
DecemW-combine, it Is simply lying, and knows that It January 3. 1906
91 65
3b.au
is lying, but keeps on lying because it wants to get that January 3, 1906
61.51
big bonus coming to it from the sale of the water plant January 3. 1906
213.48
January 10, 1906
gold brick for $300,000 to the city.
37.76
When it says that Mr. Strlckler had any part. wha- January 10, 1906
54.87
10, 1906
January
knowlof
approval
even
or
action,
way
of
teverIn the
witnesses
Indictment
In
each
the
orinjunction
water
Saturday's
edge In securing
the
same, and were as follows:
gan Is simply lying, and knows that it is lying merely for areM.the.
W. Flournoy, L. W. Oalles, Chas.
pay.
F. Coffin, Thos. O. Egan and Walter
When it says that, the Taxpayers' ticket is in any Howe.
orwater
manner, shade or form a Strlckler ticket, tho
Klock & Owen have been retained
gan is maliciously lying, and knows that it is lying as counsel by the plaintiff.
Washington
The ever bobbing-uthrough pure cussedness.
On the ontrnry, Tho Citizen, immediately after tne mine case will be given another reJf Judge Abbott's
action of the city republican organization, endorsing hearsal on Thursday
carry. This is one of
ticket, placed that ticket at the mast- present plans
tho
most Important cases on the civil
head of the paper, and has kept it there, and has had the
docket.
on
ticket.
that
words of commendation of the candidates
The territorial grand Jury visited
Has tho water organ done the same? Not by any means. all tho county offices in the court
It has neither put the ticket at the head of its columns house this morning, with a view to
nor has it had space for any commendation, of the completing its labors, but the expected
ticket, individually or collectively, so fully occupied has final retort had not been made at
3:30 o'clock this afternoon.
It. been in its efforts to beguile the people into buying the
water plant, which purchase will redound so largely to
SUPERINTENDENT OF
the water organ's own financial benefit.
TELEPHONE LINES HERE

water plant is so valuable, why is the Gillen

Oh, Tsetse

CITIZEN.

BERNALILLO COUNTY
DISTRICT COURT

The Evening Citizen refused to publish the opinion
OI Attorney MlCKcy us i7 w no me iu4Liiivu hi vitiui me
elect ion. tomorrow, on the bond issue question. For so
(luliij; The Citizen had a number of good and sufficient
reasons. One Is that the opinion of Attorney Illckey is
neither nuthoritative nor final. He is '.he adviser of the
city council, but he is by no means the Infallible interpreter of lnw. Such lawyers ns V. n. Chllders and Neill
It. Field, r.nt ; speak of court decisions, controvert Mr.
opinion. Hence, The Citizen could not
Mickey's
t;lve to Mr. Mickey's opinion even the sceininj? endorse
ment of publication in Its columns.
Again, the opinion of Attorney Hiokey if acted on in
1h cleelion tomorrow
will be, in the hardly
case of the majority of the voles cist heinn in favor of
purchase, to throw the election into th" eoints. boid the
election in suspense for mouths or longer, and subject
the city to needless litigation.
The fact Is, feeling Is now running so hi.h, 'hat the
unheard of Interpretation of Attorney lliekey. if a1 ted
upon by the Judges of election, will produce a state t
antagonism among the people of Albuquerque, which
will be detrimental to the city's growth and prosperity
for years to come.
These are sufficient reasons to The Citizen for refusing to publish tho opinion of Attorney lliekey.
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of the company
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L. TRIMBLE & CO.

0. W. Strong's Sons

LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANS
FER STABLES
Horses

and Mules bought
changeu.

BEST TURNOUTS

IN

and

THE

STRONG BLOCK.

ti

CITY

UNDERTAKERS

Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.

Falryiew

Superintendents
tzi
NOTICE.
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
City Karhase wagons will start run-niM (Tlay morninK, April 2. Those
MONUMENTS
having cans to empty or who desire fiarbago service, will please notify
N. Second St.. Bott Phonts.
the city scavenger at his office, lufi
(iold avenue, or l.y Auto, 'phone "17
or Colo, 'phone
A Ci'lzen want ad will get the busiK. H. MITCH ELI
City Scavenger. ness. Try one.
201-21-

I.

EVEXIXC.

ALBUQUERQUE

MONDAY, APRIL 2. 1906.
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JUST RECEIVED

j

0
Extract from speecb

of Hon. Nelll H. Field, nt mass meeting

SOME POINTERS

JUDGE ABBOTT GAVE SOME

at Colombo

H

ill. Wednesday night, March

RUGS

I

les In the central and eastern cities.
una win. li tile attraction lit the F.Iks
opera iion.se tn Tuesday, April 3. The
piny is a new sensational
Horn the pen of the well known ntoi

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

SHORT PARAGRAPHS TO THE POINT

FRACTURED

;

SKULL

THE' RESULT

j

enirT'iarge

"ve?y

gnnd

nrtTn

Mlbert Faher

The

oi competent artists. A re- markablo shipwreck scene, with a rea)
and
lioat scene to the timely
rescue, are some or the marvelous ef
.
fects introduced in the
which
keep the people in a state of wonder
and bewilderment. A clever story oi
love, sensation and adventure, inter
spersed with clean, clever and whole
some comedy, make this production
one of much merit and worthy of patronage.
..;!imoi

LAW

Because be mistook the door lend
overlook voting in favor of
ing to the basement below for tbe
bonds for the new city ball.
door leading into the toilet room,
Herbert Day, a blacksmith, about 30
The citizens'
party years
old, who had lieen employed by
ticket will win in every ward tomorrow: but the water .bond will l tie- - J. Korber & Co., tho past two weeks
as a blacksmith and horseshoer,
feated by an overwhelming vole.
plunged down a pair of dark stairs in
Zeiger
Saturday night bethe
What Is meant by the Mornlnar Kal- tween 11:30 cafe
12 o'clock, a distance
and
amein Kalllope? this has reference of ubout fifteen feet, landing on his
to the water works organ; sometimes head on
the cement floor of the base
known as the Morning Journal.
nient, fracturing his skull, from the
effects of which he died in St. JoRead your ballots carefully tomor- - seph's hospital Sunday morning about
row, and see that "against," in liold 7 o'clock.
faced type, appears Just alxve tbe
Day and a friend named Miller, had
water works proposition.
been working in the blacksmith department
J. Korber & Co., fer the
The city council should force the past two of
weeks. Both were known
Water Sunnlv comnanv tn comnlvwlth as thoroughly
competent men. SaturIts contract, or. In view of refusal and day night both drew
their pay and reunnecessary delays, forfeit its fran signed
positions, stating that
their
chise.
they Intended returning to Denver,
from which place Day had come two
Crocodile tears for Alderman
weeks ago. After taking several
syndicate, who are
1u
different saloons Millor
trying to unload an Inadequate water drinks
hi friend It it wouldn't be a
asked
system on the city. Their scheme good
idea to purchase their tickets at
will not work.
once, before they had spent all their
money. Acting on this advice. Day
In Its anxiety to advance April gave Miller the money
with which to
Fool's day, the water organ cannot purchase 'tickets
to Denver. Later,
fool anybody In its tirade against hon- both
returned to the Zeiger cafe, and
orable citizens who oppose its scheme with friends, were drinking and
to unload the water plant on the taxthemselves up to 11: 30 o'clock.
payers of tbe city.
At about that hour Day arose from
tho table at whichi the party were
A mass meeting will be held at Co- seated, and Btated
tbat he was golombo hall tonight and Hon. George ing t; the
toilet room to wash his
W. Klock, Hon E. V. Chaves and oth- hands. Ho left
them and proceeded
ers, will address the people in oppo- to
rear of the cafe. His friends
sition to the purchase of the water paidtheno more
attention to him, until
works at this time, by the citv, for a few moments later, when, not having
$250,no(.
appeared, one of the party, Walter
Whitney
Lukens, employed by
Chairman Browne, of the central company, slated that hethewas going
committee of the Citizens'
to see what had become of Day. Lu-- i
party ticket, stated today that km went
to the wash room, but Day!
It was bis opinion that every man of was not mere.
Next t the door leadthat ticket would be elected, but when ing Into the toilet
room is a door of
asked for a prediction on the water similar pattern, which leads to the
bonds proposition, he winked and basement below. Thinking that persaid: "Qulen sabe."
haps Day had mistaken the doors,
opened this door, and giunclug
The Gillenwater. Macpherson water into the
of the basemachine are the greatest "card writ-era- " ment below, made out a huddled
form
in the southwest, and it is al- lying at the foot of the flight of stairs.
leged, several signers of recent "finan- Calling his friends, Lukens went Into
cial (?) statements" in the Momlng the basement and found Day lying unKalamein Kalllope put their names conscious, with a slight trickle of
thoj-ecJust "to be pleasant," while
flowing from a fracture iu the
they will cast their ballots against blood
hack of his skull.
Uie Issuance of bonds to purchase the
He was at once removed to a room
water works.
of a friend of the parties, named
"If you don't vote for us," said an Eckels, who rooms in the Grant block,
whe're he was put to bed, bis friends
emissary of the Gillen
water machine, "we will raise your not thinking that, he was seriously,
water rates, should tbe water bonds hurt, but laboring under the Impresbe defeated." Such bulldozing work- sion that Day was merely Intoxicated.
ed a few years ago, hut the native tax- Several of Day's friends' remained
payers have been taught a lesson since with him until nlxut 3:30 o'clock in
then, and they will, almost to a man, tho morning, when, noticing thnt he
was still breathing very beavily and
vote against the water bonds
which will Increase their taxes, that all efforts to rouse 'him proved
should the bonds carry. Instead of de- unavailing. Dr. W.vlder was called and
immediately ordered the injured man
creasing them.
removed to the 'hospital, saying that
In about four years $7o,0ch) of the his skull was fractured.
When the hospital was reached an
bonded indebtedness of the Water
Supply company will become due, and operation was performed upon the !
the principal, with interest at 6 per jured man, but a piece of bone, press-- j
cent, must be paid. Here's one of the ing upon his brain, bad already set
principal reasons why the Water the seal of death upon him, and a
company and the water organ the few moments later, about 7
el en,
Morning Kalamien Kalllope are so he died, without ever having regained
anxious to sell the old plant to the consciousness after 'h!s full.
city for the outrageous price of $250,-ioHis friend Miller, not thinking that
Voters, therefore, don't be de- Day was very seriously injured, had
ceived, but see to It that your water in tbe meantime, boarded the train
bond ballot reads "against." and keep for Denver, stating that he would exyour eyes open for fraudulent voters. pect Day to follow on the next train.
The remains We re removed to BorThe fact must not be overlooked ders' undertaking establishment yesthat in 1910, (four years hence), $75,-00- terday morning. In the meantime, a
of the bonded Indebtedness or the friend of Day's had called fit. the loWater Supply company becomes due, cal ticket office and had tho man's
and these bonds, with Interest at G ticket
to Denver redeemed, which
per cent, must be paid. Voters, don't amount, together with wbat little Day
forget this big debt, and here's a rea- had left In his iKtckct at the time of
son why the Water company desires the accident, amounted to $23.20.
to sell. In l!tl2. it Is understood,
Day's friend, Miller, was notified by
$110,000 of the bonded IndeUedness wire at Trinidad, of Day a deat h, as
a!.-of the Water company will also
was Secretary Kenehan of the
due, and here's another reason Denver Blacksmith's union, of which
for the great anxiety manifested by j Day was a member in good standing.
the Morning Kalamein Kalllope In
It was ascertain' d today that Day
selling the water works to the city hail relatives living in Illinois, the
just at this time.
mother cf tile unfor'unato man being
Ja resident of that Mate, but Just
Emissaries from the (liHenwater-Macphersowhere, however, could not lo learnsyndicate are attempting ed. Awaiting answers from tele-- I
to cot rce the small native property grams snt t. the chief of police In
holders in the First, Second and Third Cleveland. Ohio, w re Day fs sup-- j
wards, to vote for the water bonds, posed to have a brother living, the re-- by telling them that if they oppose mains are being be Id at Borde rs' untlie bonds, and it is defeated at the dertaking parlors.
polls, the Water company will order
Arrangements u tv mad. this afierall their wells closed anil force them noon by Coroner Crawford for the
to take water at increased rates, from 'holding of an inqii'-'-t
over tho remains!
Be jof the vicMm of Saturday's accident.!
the company. To the natives:
independent and don't pay any atten- ' I, IMF 11, llll- - I
w, ,,
'
tion to such talk; it. comes from bull- l.'ie jury had not b. n empaneled.
dozers, wb , if you go alter themwitti
a slick, they will break their necks
A GASTRONOMICAL
will
getting away from you. Vote against BE SERVED DAILY AT THE WHITE
the water Ixmds.
ELEPHANT MERCHANTS'
LUNCH
Do not

RESPONSIBLE

life-siz-

,

Judge Abbott this morning dissolv- polls, where the Illegal voters could
ed the temporary injunction brought be challenged, if questioned.
There was a hot exchange of words
late Saturday afternoon last to prevent the city board of registration between Attorneys Klock and McMil-len- ,
when the court asked If either
from delivering to the city clerk, registration lists for the ensuing city of them would like the election prevented.
election.
"NO, WE DO NOT," said Attorney
The court in its comments on the McMillen,
'neither do tbe plaintiffs
case, after two hours of argument,
OF THEM 13 A CANDIDATE
.ordered the city clerk to produce and ONE
hold open for Inspection any matters FOR OFFICE."
"WE WILL TAKE THE COURT'S
of public record with reference to the
SO WILL MR. BURK-HARsaid registration lists, and in Ibis or- - SUGGESTION.
I HAVE
A GREAT DEAL OF
. ler the plaintiffs
in the case claim a
victory. According t the attorneys CONFIDENCE IN HIS INTEGRITY,
for the plaintiffs, they were unable WHEN IT COMES TO SUFFRAGE,"
Klock,
to get lists of registration In two said Attorney
There was another hot passage at
wards and In no ward could they
copies of certified lists, which words by McMillen and Klock, the
concluding with, "but there are
the defendants In the case acknowl latter
er gentlemen peculiarly interested.
edged as facts. It developed that the'
various bo&rdB, through ignorance of who object to following out the court's
duties of the offices which they held, suggestion."
Attorney Klcck then produced, for
"had failed to certify to the registrathe information of the court, the books
tion lists.
the First ward, and exhibited
The plaintiffs, Dr. George W. Har- from
Here
few samples of registration.
a
were
Chamberlin,
Dr.
L. H.
rison and
Is one sample:
&
Attorneys
Klock
represented by
"Mexican, ne'arly opposite woolen
Owen, and the defendants, the boards mill."
by
of registration, were represented
Just the abbreviation of "Mr." apAttorneys A. B. McMillen, Summers pearing
before sir names occur freM.
E.
Burkhardt and City Attorney
quently on every ward bor.k of the
Hickey.
city.
"I'm going to assume that you would
The court bad begun to pass on the
all like to have a fair election," were question "(it is important that both
Jndpo Abhott'n rmenltiir words. "I'm sides be fair"), when Attorney Klock
Avflrtt thnf tho Inn-- lmnrlnp on rpcts-- l interposed, wun: u appears mm xney
tratlon is very faulty, defective, and don't want to be fair."
i
should be changed, for It is quite
hot
This precipitated
another
registration
list,
under
tliat the
exchange of words. Attorney Klock
coma
an
to
law,
is
invitation
such
said that he registered himself.
mit fraud through illegal voting.
Burkhart said that he went to regis"I
SHOULDN'T JUDGE THAT ter his name and found it on tbe cen
EITHER OF YOU WOULD DESIRE sus rill.
TO PREVENT THE APPROACHING
The court then finished its decision
ELECTION, AND I RECOMMEND In the case, informing the clerk that
THAT THE COUNCIL
GET TO- ,the registration lists as made affida- GETHER ON THE MATTER.
vit to, were of public record, aDd
"THERE CAN HARDLY BE 4,300 should be turned over at the clerk's
VOTERS IN A CITY OF 11,000
office for the inspection of whoso-- !
ever tnav choose to see them.
,
Attorney Klock stated in the open-The plaintiffs consented, claiming
ing, in answer to the court's request that they desired nothing more than
as to what tbe plaintiffs would desire,' wilat the court had granted them,
that the purpose was to have the llsrs
A mlmber of witnesses had
been
purged; that they had been padded, sunpoenaed to testify as to the meth
ane! contained names or
0(ls llsei ny the registration canvass
women nna ennaren, registered
as Prs in collect nz names, but it was
voters; that the registration lists quite obvious that the lists bad been
were not made by the boards and that padded and their testimony was not
the law did not contemplate that needed.
typewritten pages should be inserted
as lists of registration.
f.EW MEXICO ASSOCIATION
Attorney McMillen objected to Mr.
case at that time.' OF CONGREGATIONAL
Klock pleading-hiCHURCHES
"I ask Mr. Klock for a statement,"
AND MISSION TEACHERS MEET
said Mr. McMillen.
IN THIS CITY NEXT WEEK.
"I suggest then, just as I lie court!
has suggested," answered Attorney
Friday, Saturday and Sunday of
Klock, "t.hat the boards get together mxt week the New Mexico Associa
today and purge the lists. If Mr. tion of Congregational Churches and
Mat son knows that a man lives north i Mission
Teachers will meet in this
of Mountain road, I'm willing and city fur the purinise of discussing the
would trust that he would strike bis general topic, "1 ho School and the
name from the list, should it appear church." and for the transaction of
thpro
I frtol
nnflrtint ttiti it Mr such other business as may come be
Cushman should find that there were fore the association.
twenty-ninnames, employes of the
I la:s are being made for the recep
Alvarado hotel, on the list, bo would tion and entertainment of a large num
question their legality as voters.
ber of Congregational church work"The boards 'will admit," continued ers, clergymen and mission teachers
Mr. Klock, "that tbe census lists were from all parts of the territory. Mrs.
pasted in the registration broks."
J. H. Heald, SOS North Grand avenue,
bow his in charge the arrangements for
A question arose alout just
many names appeared on the lists as the entertainment of mission teachers
they were ready to he filed with the and delegates, and she has already recity clerk. Attorney Klock said that ceived sufficient Inquiries for enterlie had been informed that there were tainment from delegates throughout
4.700.
New Mexico to feel assured In saying
McMillen that this session of the association
At this point Attorney
stated that the lists carried all told, will be one of the most largely at4,300 names.
tended held In recent years.
It was at this time that Judge AbAn extensive and interesting probott suggested that there were some- gram has been arranged for the three
thing radically wrong with the lists. days of the association, among some
"THERE CAN'T BE 4,300 VOTERS cf the prominent speakers and clergyIN A CITY OF 11,000 POPULATION," men who will deliver addresses
or
were his words.
sermons, being Hev. Dr. Warren F.
Attorney McMillen conceded that Day, Pastor Emeritus of the First
there were probably some defects in Congregational church of I,os Anthe registration lists, but he saw no geles, Cal.; Rev. Dr. Charles H. Small,
wav to remedy the matter now, ac of Cleveland, Ohio; Prof. J. E. Clark,
cording to the law governing regis- - superintendent of the Albuquerque
nations.
public schools; Dr. W. O. Tight, of
Attorney Burkhart stated that ne
miversltv of New Mexico, and
had intended to make the same pro- - lr,any others.
list male by the plaintiffs, in bring-- j Sunday afternoon will be devoted
ing the Injunction action, and that;tne women delegates
and mission
by canvassers from the city teachers, and the meeting will be in
work
had ehanre of Mesdamcs J. H. Heald and
committee
democratic central
been accomplished in two wards, lult
l'orteifield
the work had been stopped by the
Among the features of the program,
adaption by ! th parties on a hisiom; as arranged, is the dedication of the
ticket, which, 'he thought, would do Congregational church's new pipe oraway with nny
in the eKctlonj gan, which service will take place Sun"
and make fraud of little Incentive.! day morning.
For this reason be did not have a
canvas made of the whole city, and;
make; LOST CHILD IS RE- for the same reason did not
protest
contemplated.
Mr. Hurk-ha- t
the
STORED TO PARENTS
t said t hat he saw a canvass
mad.'
1,'MHj
of the Third ward, containing
She was a little girl, perhaps 3
names, and that In knew that there
ars of age, with a bright, piquant
on
duplicates
it.
were
face, and n sunshiny smile, and when
.
SUG-AGAIN JUDGE ABBOTT
she m rolled unconcernedly into No.
GESTED THAT COUNSEL GET TO- .11! North Second street, this morn-thGETHER.
occupants were visibly start- ing,
Attorney McMillen Interfered to an led.
-offer made by the plaintiffs to allow
Me id losted," she lisped. In
her
the registration lists to be revised by baby way.
the boards to the best of their knowl"You are?" was asked
"And where
edge, saying the six days for such re- do vim live?"
vision bad passed, and according to
This was too much for the little tot.
law the plaintiffs were in default.
knew
she made it plain that if
and
SO IS EVERY GOOD CITIZEN IN where she lived she
would not be
default; was the court's quick "I sted."
rejoinder.
The police were called in and it was
"I bclb vf. said Judge Abbott, 'that sexm found that the child belonged to
it would be as gnat an injustice to a family living in block j'") on West
al voter from v ting as Lead
prevent a
avenue, to whom she was
U WOald I: for an illegal vo'cr to vote. promptly restored.
How she came, to
If there are on the list 1 "'"i or more
wander so far from home was not as!
names of Illegal voters, it would
certained.
difficult to w.ed them all out in so
Kvery indication points to one of the
time."
a
short
in
It was at this point that Mr. McMil- liveliest city elections tomorrow,
lists had tho history of Albuquerque. The taxlen acknowledged that the
g
to law, payers of this city are aroused, ami
not been certified io.
and that there might, be other irreg they do not intend to U- - bambo.zled
ularltles, but it was now too late to into voting for a water system, whidh
Field say, "Is a gold brick."
remedy the wrong, other than at th Attoi-mpro-cur- e
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Furniture, Carpets and Draperies
000000X30Cte0000000

YOUR EASTER

"HUMAN HEARTS."
Our brothers across the sea are
now clamoring for American made
goods, both commercial and theatrical. It Is not so many years ago,
that an American play rr actor had
no chance whatever In England. Dramatic writing in America was at a low
ebb. and for that reason, American
managers were compelled to Import
(heir
material from tbe
other side. But times have changed of
lste, and during the last few yetrs.
any play that has borne an American
trademark has been accorded a
on tho other side.
The latest
contract
to be made, calls for the product!. n
of "Human Hearts" In London, beginning next June. It Is Mr. Nanke-vllle'- s
Intention to send over the company and production of "Human
Hearts" that will lie seen here on Saturday, April 7.

Q0WN
SHOULD MEET WITH
APPROVAL
Many new ideas in fashion,
and fabric are embodied in

melo-dramat- ic

fit

our New Spring Stvi.es and
Samples just received from
New York.

hearty-welcom-

Anglo-America-

g

n

Ladies desiring swell and
gowns are requested
to cal! and get prices.
up-to-d-

SIMON STERN'S SPRING OPENING
TOMORROW.
It will be well worth the time of
every man, woman nnd child to cnll

Madam Gross

s

OOOCOCCkOOC0XXXXXX
A STRONG SMOKE.

Grand Central Hotel

n

tail.'."'

i

irim

J

li

use, complete; no health seekers.

North Ninth btreet.
FOR SA1.C Two sets of shelving,
ninety feet long; two six' n f it
counter.-- ; one thirty-foo- t
counter.)
Call at F. F. Trotter's.
FOIt S.M.K Cheap, two corner hits In
n
addition, or will trade for!
Iu rse aii'l wagon ; part on monthly
payments. Apply to A. J.
lljiMi South IMi'ii.
A buyer for three small
W'ANTFI
hou.-e-- i
a i rice t;iat I
lot.
and
guaian'ee relit to pay 'l per cent
n in esi n.i iit . .1. W. Chasten. 1 122
'phone
or
South Arno
!Ci3

ItoU-rtson-

i

Wholesale Agent,
Weit Copper Ave.

114

iZ-Jk-

u-

ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL
CLUB

AUSTRIAN

U.S. Lithgow&Co.
liOO

HIS DEU

K

S

In

if

and

RILING.

5"

jC

Hoe

l'sn the Telephone.

mVgOLO

AVthuE

and up
and up
and up

OOCOCCOOOOOOOC03COOOOOCX5

Voo(ton

..10C

GARBAGE

&

Myer,

Real Estate

CANS...

AND

and $1.25
to any part of city.

J. W. MASTERS

TELEPHONE

Colo--

HOME Ki:iML.Y COMPANY'

IN

YOUR

HOME

0000000)C00 ooooooooochi

complete line oi .Nozzles,
and Hosu Menders.

Delivered

A

J

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

RENTALS

$1

itlat li, U;4.

HUSBAND DETAINED?
Ho can Telephone.

12C

Hose

OFFICIAL

GUESTS UNANNOUNCED?
Tho Telep'nono orders
extra supplies.

TOO TIRED TO GO?

YOU NEED

0
0

117 Gold Avenue

oxotoooooo
HOUSEWIFE

Shop by Telephone.

"(

I'"'"'

IT HELPS THE
STORMING?

Auto Phone 128.

it-l-

PIPE ORGAN RECITAL APRIL 5,
BY MRS. R. H. LESTER, ASSfSTED
BY ONLY PROFESSIONAL MUSIAND VOCALISTS. 'FIFTY
CIANS
CENTS ADMISSION.

oosxoooooooo

BOOK MAKING

Sbovi N
Kai.es
IMi',,,1

& CO.,

BORRADAILE

Specialists
CLANK

BUILDING.

CHINA

Furniture and Crockery

.IN

Hp: .:i..b r.,

i

ALBUQUERQUE CATHEDRAL

OLD

G. S. HAM SAY, Mgr.

lan

f

J
J

Unde-rwoo-

lb.es

,

J

M. BERGER,

Fourth St. and R.R. Ave.
typer
kinds of second-hanwriters bought, sold, rented, repaired, exchanged and rebuilt.
TypeAgents for
writers. Always a good stock on
Typehand from which to choos-ewriter Ilibbons a specialty.

honi,. and the charm of the city. We have the kind
will keep your
f"'sii and green,
?J

MAKING.

All

..BEAUTIFUL LAWNS..
jr-K-

IN BREAD

reason.

0
0

Fa.-ter-

ft

Ramsay's Typewritorium

TO 2:30.

:'!

fs

the most Important of all; tbat
the selection of proper flour. A
There Is no difficulty about thl3 It
Empress flour Is chosen. It is so
good and makes such sweet, white
and nutritious bread as to be ub- - T
surpassed by any milled. The be
bread makers use It for that rery x

With Woman's Exchange.
l'osiiions secured for competent
teachers, stenographers, bookkeepers and office- help generally.
School boards and others desiring
etc., should correspond
wlih us. Have a gexxl list registered.

i

Are the pride of
of lawn suppli-

CLUB ROOMS

Is
Is

RAMSAY'S TEACHERS' AND
STENOGRAPHERS' AGENCY

TOO LATE TU CLASSIFY
five-roo-

t

SAMPLE AND Q

THE FIRST LESSON

I

Proprietor,

treat

of a

1

1

DINSDALE,

MRS. OWEN

-

V()i SAI.K Furniture

AVENWfc

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

2 0 West Railroad Avenue

T' on

Large, Airy Room3. Prices Very Rea.
sonable.

n

11

RAILROAD

Finest Whiskies

-

j

FROM

J. RICHARDS

A.

oo-o-o-ooo-

0

;

- xm

BARNETT, Prop'r.

JOSEPH
IT.f

j

J

0

The St. Elmo

Ui--

j

not always the tiest smoke dev
ponds about
on the cigar. If yo
smoke tho WTiite Lilly you can hare It
as strong as yuo like, yet sweet an
fragrant; medium with the Nm
"smoothness" and aroma; mild as a
balmy day In spring and Just as delightful. And all for 5 cents tor on
smoke, $2.00 for the same Joy mnltV
piled
Stick a pin In the nam
tho White TJly.
,

113"2 WEST

n

J

is

sip

A G ASTRONOMICAL TREAT WILL
BE SERVED DAILY AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT MERCHANTS' LUNCH
FROM 11 TO 2:30.

semi-darknes- s

"

fin

1

Pboni Black 68
118 Cold Avenue

around at the clothing store of Simon Stern tomorrow.
Not alone Is
it Mr. Stem's spring opening day, but
he has made It Into the. form of an
exhibition, placing on display all that
Is good and new In men's and boys'
wear, making a special endeavor to
sbow the celebrated Hart, Schaffner
& Marx clothing.
Mr. Stern will present handsome petted plants as souvenirs to any lady who calls. Also
pretty souvenirs to others tho men
folks.

e

1

HP CARPETS

melo-dram-

Over Four Thousand Voters.
REGISTRATION

A

OOOCC)OOCOOOCOCOOOOCOCX)Gil
"WHAT WOMEN WILL DO."
no great piny. "What Women Will
io, is now playing nil the larner rlt

a "Thing Herbert Day Plunges Head-- i
long to Basement in the
or Two" Relative to the
Zeiger Cafe.
Water Bond Proposition.

Injunction This Morning, but
Appeared Surprised at Figures Showing

A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

THEA TER

The

TO HIS DEATH

Who Do Not Know

When He Dissolved

2S, 19 )0.

OOOCOOOOOCXXXODOOOOCOOOOC

DOWN STAIRS

FOR THE VOTERS

GOOD, WHOLESOME ADVICE

DEFECTIVE

-

Ranches

Phone B. 68
5

and

JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

STAGE LIKE

Carries the United States mall
only line with a change ot stock
route; good rlga, horse and drivers-- )
rl leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday aud FTlday at 6 a. zn. itot
particulars, address W. L. Trlrnbls A
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or
BLOCK, Proprietor. Ferea. N. M.
1.

Farms

Correspondence Solicited.
U'3 S. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N.

M.

RANKIN

&

CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL E3TATB.
LOANS
Automatic, phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Ann!J? Bulldl..

t

rCE

AI.BUQUEKQU E

six.

EVKXTXO

CITIZEN.

Attorney Field Says: "You Will Buy a GOLD BRICK If

SHE WARS OH "OLD BACHES"
AND THEY BOYCOTT HER PAPER

You

Purchase the Water Plant." Remember These
True Words on Election Day.
the county treasurer," and credited to
the proper district.
Election of School
Directors.
About one-hathe time and energy
of the superintendent of public instruction is consumed in efforts to
that
settle neighborhood quarrels
concentrate themselves in the boards
of school directors. One great cause
of the-- e troubles is that elections for
school directors are pot properly and
legally held, as prescribed by Section
need not remind you of your
diitie in regard to this election. The

PROF. HADLEY ISSUES
CIRCULAR LETTERS
On Two Very

Important

Sub-

EDITOR FINDS HER NE BRASK A TOWN IS RUNNING TO tido over the present difficulty. Thw
HER EDITORIAL GUNS ON THEM bachelors have not put anything In
SINGLE MEN AND SHE TRAIN
IF THEY FORCE HER PAPE R TO THE WALL, WELL SHE HAS the way of my raising young chickens.
A FARM.
FAIR EDITOR.
SHOTS BY Y
A woman cannot vote; but she can
use a
stick on officials if they
(In Stuart. Noli., a town of loo many
do not behave.
tinmarrled men. war lias been declared upon bachelors liy the editor of
Come little boy Blue
ho paper and the editor an unmarAnd blow your horn
apof
am
woman
young
active
ried
The men are all mad
pearance, at that. She has d rlur"d
And the lady forlorn.
that Ihey must fret married. They,
alarmed by the menace, are finhtiti
To properly look after a husband
hack, imKaliaiH as It may seem. I lie
and children takes more energy aud
plucky yonnK woman tells her utory
ability than It does to run a country
especially for The livening Citizen.) j
newspaper.
? WOMAN

;
j

Jj-

VI

m

UDSl'KTH.
1 have been editinc; the Stuart Ledger for six years. Itefore this I wrote
for the I)es Moines papers for a few
years. Owing to poor health, which
kept me In a hospital at various times
1
was forced to come out here. I
took the Ledger on a lease contract,
)'
'
just to do the editing for a venture.
1 employed
a foreman, a typesetter
and press boy. In six montus I had
Xiihiihi n ihwmi Mi, miV"
mich a Rood business that I purchased
the plant on the payment plan. For
nor. A HUDSPETH.
three years after the ounty had gone
republican and the Ledger had a gle blessedness. An aliidavlt bad to
Rood patronage from the county seat, be made before a bachelor attorney.
I made more than any paper in the A prayer must ascend via a single-hearte- d
county. I no whave a nice farm and
man. Two banks were preresidence and business property in sided over by men who lived and
Stuart.
worked life's way alone. The teleIn the meantime. I had many af- phone man was a fine dandy known
Impossibility
in several counties. The real estate
flictions. It seemed an
to get a printer who could keep his man, the doctors, the hotel man, all
I
Into
the enjoyed 'he Informalities and the hidhead and feet. So buckled
work and learned to set my own ype den delights of bachelonlom.
Jind to do the job work.
Some little sarcasms published on
The thing that first made the Led them and the peculiarities of social
ger quoted over the state was a series life here, got a big reading. When
of articles entitled "Hlghgee Stories," the new paper came in. I jokingly realso a column called "Notes from the ferred to It as an atempt. to force the
Moiithorgan."
editor into marriage.
At present the town has struck.
Stuart has a feature that is different from most towns. When
camf nearly all patronage lveing taken away
here, nearly every business was own- It would look as if starvation were
ed or controlled by bachelors. If I ahead, but In the emergency the editIxiught. a postage stamp, the man be- or has bought some fine stock hogs
hind the counter handed It out In sin- - and, with an Incubator, expects to
1JV ROSA

if

5

j

X

The Mouth Organ crusade against
the Old II. 's has just begun. Ttmy
will have to build U hives before another year or take their medicine.
(loosey, goosey, gander.
Whither shall she wander?
If she could only booze
In saloons for news
Or sip at toddy stews,
She'd never have the blues
And could collect her dues.
fM)sey, goosey, gander.
At every turn, in search of news or
business, an unmated half comfronts
the editor. At long range one would
suppose that a woman so situated
would have a picnic, a gala day, a
Fourth of "July celebration every day
In the week.
Nay. The editor does
not stand In with the gallant knights
of the cup. who prefer bracing drinks
to sweet children and domestic joys.
They have all banded together to
make the editor starve or get married.
It looks ungallant to the world, but
they mean It in the greatest kindness.
When the pesky writer of foibles Is
out of the way, there will be no fly
in society's ointment at Stuart.
A
woman has no place In business; she
keeps things flying galley west and
crooked. Crowd her to the wall.
Ilravo.
Subscribe for The Kvenlng Citizen
and get the, news.

1

"POLL

law is plain.

TAX

j

,

Ut ka

I

DODGER" fully perform them.

lrjIO-l.Vi-

Bad Breath

1

hopo you will faithI am not. hunt-i- n
gwork, but if you meet any difficulties you cannot overcome, I shall
Prof. Hiram Hadley, the territorial take pleasure In Hiding you.
Special Levies. The people ought
superintendent of schools, has just
to be made acquainted with the proIssued two iiniHirtant circulars, which visions of Sections 1534 and 1535,
should l.e read carefully, and especi about special levies for school puronder over poses. If they want better school
ally the voter should
circular letter No. 3, whicn pertains advantages they can have them by
to elections, tax dodgers, etc.:
voting in favor of a special levy, nut,
remember, 1hls must be attended to
Circular Letter No. 3.
before the third Monday in July.
To County Superintendents.
HIRAM HADLEY.
I
call
brletly,
Very
Gentlemen:
of public Instruction.
oints. Superintendent
your attention
to a few
March 3D, 190.
Through you, I hope to reach the Interested parties.
Circular Letter No. 4.
l.
Poll Tax. See Sections
Superintendents.
To
County
'
reasonable
good
a
and
That law is
As tin? time for teachers' institutes
one. i It Is meant to be enforced. It
superis easily enforced, if the clerks of the Is approaching. I hope county
inform
to
pains
will
take
intendents
per-J
will
various boards of directors
as to what is
for mtheir duties. There are prob- - prospective teachers
in regard to the atof
expected
them
in
.(MM),
7
the
registered
votes
ably
territory.
After making due allow- tendance of teachers' institutes. law. I
ance for those who are not "able- - j Kead Section 1H13 of the
Engbodied," and for paupers, the poll tax take it that the Section is plain
says.
Read
It
means
what
lish
and
not
less
should yield the school fund
" a legally
than J.Vi.iioii, a fund sufficient to ex- - part of Section 1T.2G about
Notice what Is
tend every school in ttie territory qualified teacher."
said in Section 1C13 about excuses.
thirty-thre- e
days.
Again. Head Hie middle of Section See Section 1, page U1. about what
Remarks The
county pays.
1")32. Among other things yon read: the
to sustain these
These director", shfill file an oath oooole tax themselvespurpose
of giving
that thev will faithfully perform the institutes for the
du;lc, of their office." To collect this' teachers an opportunity to ioiier
work,
poll tux Is a special duty. In case prepare themselves for their
avail
will
they
Is
expected
that
it
and
any cb'rk reiuses to perform tnis
atduty, if vnu cannot reach him legally, themselves of this privilege and will
who
A
teacher
time,
full
tend
I
the
office,
and
please report him to his
promise to exhaust legal powers in not attend cheerfully and contribute
put
in
his to the success of the institute should
trying to have some one
of remainplace that will at end to the business. be accorded the privilegeyear.
If clerks on boards try to collect this ing at home during the
Section 1(113 says that excuses for
tax and meet, those who ought to pay
must bo approved by
but refuse, my advice is, to bo reasonable with them, explain the law the territorial board of education.
and its punose, and your duty. If This board has delegated that power
they still refuse, follow the law and to the superintendent of public inDuring the coming seasue' them promptly. He particularly struction.
prompt about this if it be one of the son I expect all excuses to be for"prominent
citizens" who refuses. warded to this olflce for approval. My
Make an example of him. Let there general policy will be not to approve
be no favoritism. "Hew to the line, any excuse, unless fully convinced
let thp chips fall where they may." that the individual could not have atSurely no good citizen can object to tended. Further, the attendance must
Attendance a small
paying this small stipend, as It is be complete.
fraction of the time will not count.
used for the education of children.
Let us follow the law
Gentlemen:
Further, when poll tax shall have
been collected, see that It Is "paid to and execute it. If the law is not

IliE

When You have a

lf

jects and They Should
be Read Carefully.

-w
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If.

Food does not tickle them enough to
make them ret.
Thafs Constipation!
Castor Oil, or "Physic" will help to
slide out one load of trouble, but they
can t help the Cause.

In fact, they weaken the Bowel- Muscles more than ever by slackening
them, and by doing work for them
which they should do for themselves.
When your
grow flabby
they need Exercise, to strengthen them
not a sling to support them.
3
When your
grow flabby they need Exercise to strengthen
them not "Physic" to pamper them.
"Vest
Then carry the little
Pocket" box constancy with you, and
take a Cascaret whenever you suspect
you need it.
One Cascaret at a time will promptly
cleanse a foul Breath, or Coated Tongue,
thus proving clearly its ready, steady,
sure, but mild and effective action.
Have the little lOo Emergency box ot
Cascarets constantly near you I
All Druggists sell them over ten million boxe3 a year, for six years past.
Be very careful to get the genuine, made
only by the Sterling Remedy Company
Every tablet
ar.d never sold in bulk.
stamped "CCC."
Arm-Muscl- es

Bowel-Muscle-

ten-ce- nt

the time to take a

THAT'S

your tongue is coated,
you have Heartburn,
Belchlnj, Acid Risings in throat,
When Pimples begin to peep out,
When your Stomach Gnaws or Burns,
That's the time to check coming Constipation, Indigestion and Dyspepsia.
One single Candy Cascaret will do It if
taken at the right minute, just when you
first feel the need of it.
A "Cascaret in time is worth nine"
later on.
Cascarets don't Purge, nor Weaken,
nor waste Digestive Juices in flooding
out the Bowels, like Salts, Castor Oil,

"Physics."

rf-- FREE. TO OUR. FRIENDS!

they act like Exercise on the
But,
Muscles that shrink and expand the Intestines, thus pushing the Food on Naturally to its Finish.
When the Bowel Muscles prow flabby
Weak, or lazy from want of Exercise, the

right,

and get

let lis

We

BONBON BOX,

in colors. It is a beauty for the
dressing tabic, Ten cents in stamps is asked as a
measure of good faith and to cover cost of CascareU,
722
with which tTus"3ainty trinket Is loaded,
y.
mentioning this paper. Address
Send
Sterling Keinedy Company, Chicago or New York.

n

better one at the next legislature.

want to send to our friends a beanttful

French-designe- d,

Devil's Island Torture.

terrible case of
ten years. Then
wa sadvised to apply Uucklen's ArMarch "'). 1900.
nica Salve and less than a box percured me, writes L. S. NaChamberlain's Salve is good for manently
any disease of the skin. It allays mo pier of Hugles, Ky. Heals all wounds,
turns and sores like magic. 25c at all
Initching and burning snsation
druggists.
stantly. For sale by all druggists.
Governor A. D. Cummins is only
Subscribe for Tho Citizen and get
teaching Senator K'Ikins his A H Cs. the news.

Superintendent

HI HAM HADLKY.

of Public Instruction.

is no worse than the
piles that afflicted me
I

umassBBBEBsm

if

CIS T Come O ut Way!
But Things
You'll Have to. Also!
YOOJ May Think We Age

WE
rD

Know We Have a

"

prrirnhrjl ofThattheWE heights to wait, but the cannot;
center
the
and
tne business district. That, having held this tract intact
caD afford

in growing cities, the best residences are seldom built on the low lands. That we are the sole owners
city
of
which, covering over fifty squaro blocks, are but eight blocks distant from the heart
or
for years, we now are offering it for residence purposes only, and that our deeds will exclude, for all time, all factories, stores, saloons, boarding houses, etc. That we are expending in improvements over FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS and TWO YEARS
WORK and, at our own expense, are grading the lots and streets, building cement walks and planting trees. That we own our own water plant and will furnish you from
deep wells, an ample supply of soft water at a price lower than the present rates. That the entire tract will be graded to a gentle slope, permitting to every residence the
Best of Drainage, Broad, Low Terraces, and a Magnificent View of the Mountains, Mesa, City and Valley. That here you are above the dust and the
mud the
smoke and the noise of less favored localities. REMEMBER THAT:
only

YOU

overlooking

dirtor

The Natural Advantages We Had We Made the Artificial!
That SILVER AVENUE, and its adjacent blocks, the only street now ready, the CREAM OF THE ENTIRE ADDITION, will be the FINEST IN ALL NEW MEXICO
OR ARIZONA. That, beginning at one park and ending at another, and also parked on both sides throughout its entire length, it is a boulevard eighty feet broad, lying on
the crest of the highest ground in the tract.
building line is imposed, that the lots are sold only in sites of 100x132 feet, that no dwelling may cost less than $4,000, and
That on this avenue a thirty-fo- ot
that the purchaser insures to himself and his heirs, his home amid beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such surroundings. That the sixty sites or
this avenue are so advantageously situated that nothing similiar can ever again be offered in the City of Albuquerque.
Also Remember That the Majority of the Directors of this Company Have Bought Here and Expect to Build at Once.

GO UP AND SEE!

THEN SIT DOWN AND REASON!

Jh e Terrace addition P.Improvement
Company
Secretary and Soiling Agent
M.

"""" ""
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QUALIFICATIONS FOR
VOTERS ON BONDS
At the Approaching City Election, Tuesday, .April 3Read

--

3

TO

THiS CHANGE

J

Article Carefully.

SE

AN OPINION BY HON. NE1LL B. FIELD
To The Evening Citizen.
In response to your request as to my opinion as to who are qualified to vote on the question of issuing bonds at the coming elec-

SADDLES
BRIDLES
LAP ROBES

AND ETC.
M

We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
n
on f,ii nrirpct lpfnrp VOil liuv.
i i -- .tn

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

or
-.

rrrif

bliitn wrupiwT.

rao-R-

M
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yards, being hammed in on one side
ly Chihuahua hill nnd on the other
Bide by the Main street gulch, trie
problem Is not an easy one to solve,
but the growing needs of Silver City
Resident Engineer l.ltchie, of the for wart houses and storage y ards of
Santa Fe, stationed at Enclno, has re- all kinds will demand its solution
turned from a visit to friends and rel- shortly.
atives in Kansas City, and will take LARGER RAILROAD YARDS
up the duties of resident engineer at
AT TUCUMCARI.
the residency, twelve miles east of Preparing to handle
250 loads of
Epris.
coal and coke daily, the Increased
A rock crusher has been stationed output of the Dawson mines, the
Inat Epris, in charge of Charles Wliite. Rock Island and Southwestern areyards
and will soon be put In operation.for creasing the capacity of their
the purpose of assisting in the mak- a: Tucumcarl.
At present the Dawson mines have
ing of concrete that will be used in
of about 80 cars of coal
the Santa Fe's new buildings along an output day.
When the new coke
and coke
line.
Its cut-ofovens and other extensions to the
Construction Engineer F. H. Mudge, equipment at Duwson are completed,
daily output has been shoved
of the Santa Fe. is now at Sunnyslde and the
n
where he Is in charge of the big up to 25(1 cars a day, the Southewest-er-In
will
be
Rock
Island
the
and
at
that
river
Pecos
across
bridge
the
to handle the traffic.
point, which is now in course of con- readiness
and Southwestern
The Rock-Islanstruction, and which Mr. Mudge states
aujum
at uiramuu..
wuit
six months to com-''"- "
will
least
at
take
, ,
They have been adequate heretofore
1
for the normal traffic of the line, but
H. J. Simmons, peneral manager or congestion would be sure to result
the Southwestern and W. A. Hawkins with the greater volume of shipments
of the legal department or trie line, from the mines.
have returned to El Paso from Chicago, where they attended the ses- BOX CAR ROBBED AND ALA- MOGORDO MERCHANT LOSES.
sions of the maintenance of way conA special from Alamogordo says:
vention in Chicago. The maintenance
of way convention was attended by V. E. Dudley, of the mounted police,
officials from the most important came in from up the road with a car
lines of the country. Topics relating of freight that had been robbed of
to the different phases of mainten- about $5(0 worth of merchandise at
some point on the Rock Island, supance of way were discussed.
posedly between Santa Rosa and Del-haThe Santa Fe has commenced the
It was found out at Santa Rosa
along
erection of the concrete plants
that the car had been robbed and on
cut-ofwill
f
that
the line of its Helen
checking the contents over it was
furnish the material for the new sta- discovered that in the neighborhood
tion houses to be erected along the of the above amount was missing.
as it has bfen de- The car was billed for Alamogordo
line of the cut-ofcided to build them all of concrete. and nearly every merchant lu town
is short on goods.
Plants have been established at
Epris, Mountainair, and one or
Mr. Dudley has been up the road
two other points along the line, and for a week prospecting for box car
will be put into operation in a very thieves and their plunder.
He succeeded in digging up 30 pairs of shoes
short time.
that had been buried for safekeeping
Charles W. Thatcher, newspaper by robbers, but no arrests have been
cutnnd magazine advertiser for the
made since the three that were landoff line in New Mexico, of the Santa ed in jail a couple of weeks ago. It
Fe. and who is thoroughly familiar seems that 'either the entire gang
with the construction operations of was not captured or they have some
the road in (his part ct the country, very active successors in this line.
is in the city for a few days, and in
conversation with a representative of GRADING TO BE COMMENCED
IN SAN JUAN COUNTY.
The Evening Citizen, stated that in
his opinion the Santa Fe would In anCoe Franklin arrived In town Monother year have a direct line from the day evening, after having mane an
Pacific coast to the Uulf'of Mexico. overland trip on the proposed line of
He also slated that he had been in- the Southern Pacific from the
formed that the company would build
mountains here, says the Farm-Ingto5(M) miles of line in Texas the coming
Times-HustleHe savs the
year, and that the charter had al- country is wet up ail the way. and
ready been filed with the secretary that it is almost impossible to get
of the state cf Texas. The line is to through with a team and wagon. This
be built from Texico through to is delaying the. walk of the survey
P.rownwood. 350 miles distant, and parties greatly.
thence into I.ulieck county, 125 miles
Mr. Franklin gave it as his opinion
further, and a short line of twenty-eigh- t that grading on the Southern Pacific
miles to Umisiana. to connect would not begin before the first of
with the Jasper & Eastern, thus com- July. He says it will be June Iwfore
pleting a through line to the coast.
the surveys of Engineers Milton and
Eby can be brought
together, and
NO
BE
THERE WILL
then he allowed time for the es- CHANGE WHATEVER.
On the subject of daylight trains
south of the city, which has been
ngitated by the morning paper in
feyjU'.v- - ZlcrK'uits.
direct opposition to the people. District Agent Brown says the present
service would not justify a change.
The Herald of El Paso Kays:
"No formal request for a daylight
service has yet been presented to
he Santa Fe. according to V. R.
Brown, district agent, with headquarters in this city.
"While it is a matter that would
come within the jurisdiction of the
operating department, I hardly think
as extension of the present service
would be justified." be said.
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TRINIDAD MEN ORGANIZE
NEW MEXICAN RAILROAD.
Articles of incorporation have been
filed with the territorial secretary for

the Santa Fe. Liberal & Englewood
Hallway company, by Frank E.
New York, and J. G. North-cu- t
B.
t. A. Watson Mcllendrld, C.
Floyd, Jr., anil Josephine McKnight,
all of Trinidad, Colo., capital stock
$11,000,0(10.
of which $0n0,ou0 has been
subscribed. The principal office will
be at Raton, with John Morrow principal agent. The western terminus
of the road will be at Dos Moines,
Union county, and the eastern terminus at Englewood, Kan.
The Southwestern Lumber company
has been incorporated by E. L. Bruce,
John A. Sargeant and Alex. J. Martin, all of Kansas City, Mo., with capital of $.10,00(1.
Jen-niso-

,

RAILROADS IN CONTEST
OVER. FXCUR5I0N

RATES

THREE GROUPS OF LINES AT WAR
AS RESULT OF HOMESEEKERS'
RATES TO DIFFERENT
SEC
TIONS OF THE COUNTRY.
The three groups of railroads rep
resenting the northwest, me southwest and the southeast are engaged
d
in a
war over
excursions, says the Chicago
three-cornere-

home-seeker-

Out of Ouri

EMIL KLEIN WORT,

Masonic UulldmR,

Third Street.

TSortn

Pocket
Piss

THE CELEBRATED

s'

Fuel was added to the flames yesterday by a proposition which the
Rock Island suhmitud to make
rates effective to the southwest territory every Tuesday in the
month. If the plan is negatived by
tile Western Passenger association
lilies, independent action will betaken
by the Rock Island. John Sebastian,
sptaklng for the latter road yesterday, said:
"The Rock Island and 'Frisco sys
tems stand flatly for the devel ;pment
of the southwest, into which territory
a heavy immigration has been induced!
by spending a large amount of money
and by liberality which has had immense results in the way of colonising. Wl believe the location of settlers Is vostly more Important than
home-seeker-

Sot

jy

fKaa

KILLtne

i
1

EAKIN

Agent.

N. M.

General Building Supplies

Automatic 'phone, 533. Office,
West Gold Avenue.

7", Am

Both Phones

Wc Do Yotir Black-smit- h
Work Right I

imOTI

212

Lucero
I

SCREEN TIME

FIG--

& CO.,

COR. FIRST ST. AND COPPER AVEt
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW
MEXICO.

ZtrT

8

here. Door and Window Q
Q
screens made to order.
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

CAR-

TRIMMING.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
URE WITH US.

OC)COOCXXXX)C)0(XXXXXXXXXX)0

MILL

9.

we

B. RUPJ?JjI

rax

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

NEXT TO BANK OP

BALLJNO. Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY

COMMERCE

203 W. RiLtod

At Consistent Prices

PIONEER BAKERY

Ar.

)

SIMON

We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 8. First Street
Albuquerque.

A.D. JOHNSON

3

Extra Fine Perfumed:
Toilet Soaps

Thos. F, Kelcher
OILS,

PAINTS,

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Robes, Horse BlaDkets, Etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts Ave years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
K9 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.

Rose and English

Violet

--

Sampson wind mills, ranch pumps
pumpand supplies and horse-powe- r
Dealers la Groceries, Provisions, Hay, ing outfits.
Grain and Fuel.
Auto. Phone 308, Colorado Red 131.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders tor
this line with ns.
CLEANING
CARPET
STEAM
NORTH THIRD STREET.
THORNTON Thm Claaner
He Is the
Cleans everything.
J.
Furniture Man. Moving, packINSURANCE, REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
ing and shipping, unpacking and
PUBLIC.
setting up, and is no upstart at
Room B, Cromwell Block, Alhuquerque
the business. There is no othAutomatic Telephone, 174.
er iust Thornton. Both 'nhones.
OCXXXXXDCOCXXXXDOOCOCJOOOOO
737 South Walter Street.
4
R

Also extra quality Tar

and
Hygienic Skin Soaps at
the same price

THE WILLIAMS

Established in 1882

Priet
&$1.00

- MILL WOOD
KINDLING

W.H.Hafin&Co
GOTH

PHONES

COCOOOCOCOCOCOCKXXXICOCOO

"HM!

BraSB"

FRONT STORE.
Railroad Ave.
Both pboiKSh.

A. E. WALKER

&CO.

Sole agents for Caalno Canned Goods
J as. Hcckln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
boden's Granite Flour.

riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building
Office at 217 West Railroad

Staple and IVancy

M.

Groceries

Hillaboro Creamery Butter
Earth.

CO.

DRUG

BLUE
117 W.

Fa G. PRATT

FOR-

25 cents

A. SLEYSTER

American Block

Hawthorne.

3 Cakes in Box

TOTI A OR API

COKE

WUHHSW

HARNESS REPAIRING AND

J. KORBER

208 WEST SILVER AVE.

Is

HORSE-SHOEIN-

RIAGE

ammmmmamaammmmammmmmamamawamm

$6. OO Rer Ton

Free Trial.

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO
DEPART.
MENT.

OUR

SOc

m&iM&r
WFJSi'
tgraww, 432&!fm

Third and Marque ttt

UP TO DATE SIGNS

Corrlllot

3.

bslixp

04M
RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

199.

N. PEACH & CO.
REAL ESTATE DEALERS

Barest and WuicKeut Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG XBOTJB-LEor MONKl BACK.

jgDSZSXa.

Albuquerque
Carriage Co:
Corner first and Tljera Road.

M. GRENADINO & CO.

Hew Discovery
OLDS

v

SCREEN DOORS

Or. King's

"0

Our Top Buggies and
Runaliouts must move!
WV) need the floor
space for another car.'
It's a time to helpj
yourself by helping us. J

RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to $125.00; now
$46.00 to $108.00
TOP BUGGIES, were $65.00 to $140.00; now
$52.60 to $123J30
We aiV also quoting very low prices on Surreys. Stanhopes. Con- -'
0 cords, Buckboards. Spring Wagons, otc Out of town business solicited. '
Write for catalogue and prices.
9

IF YOU WISH TO EAT a goc.
lunch and enchiladas on the Mexlc.ai
style, go to South Third street, cornet
of Silver avenue, No. 215. WiP t
served promptly at any hour of thi
night Prices will be from 2Dc to Si c

couch

0UGHS and

Into Yours:

J V

CURE the LUNGS

WITH

i

&

Automatic Phone,

s'

and

I

fc:l

1

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

Albuquerque,

any-othe-

uecord-Herald- .

st

and Salt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory,

ME LIN

the loss of a few dollars tlirough the
manipulation of cheap rate tickets.
The lines I represent have no objection to any basis of homeseekers'
rates which may be Inaugurated into
other territories, but so far as the
southwest is concerned we shall insist tifion protecting that territory by
as liberal Inducements as are offered
by the lines In any territory."
Trouble of Long Standing.
The trouble which has grown serious, nad Its origin several years ago
when the Rock Island and other lines
began to put in low rates in the In
terest of developing the southwest.
ror years the western roads had ac
cepted tenders cf low rates made by
the southeastern roads, with a view
to colonizing the south and southeast
When the western lines tendered low
rates in ho Interest of their territory
the southeastern roads demurred, and
nave ever since been calling for a
conference.
Such a conference was held in St.
Imis last week, at which the soutn
eastern
interests asked the south
western roads to take out their low
rates, applying from Memphis terri
tory. Objection was especially mane
to the round trip rate of 75 per cent
of the one way fare, which Is put. intoj
eneei.
during tne rati montns. ah
roads except the Rock Island expressed a willingness to raise the rates.
In the meantime the northwestern
lines had given notice that they won d
run homeseekers'
excursions
in the month Instead of every third Tuesday, and the Rock Island declared it would not permit the
r
southwest to bo sidetracked for
territory. It is rumored that
1ho Rock Island's next move will be.
to extend Its cheat) rates to the Birmingham territory, wnieh it has refrained from doing hitherto, in consideration of the southwestern

timates and letting of contracts.
He gave it as his c pinion that the
line would cross the San Juan on the
Varaehe place and go across the
meadows to the coal fields. Mr. Franklin, after purchasing some supplies
for Engineer Eby's camp and having
them delivered across the foot bridge,
left for Durango on the train In the
afternoon.

BACK OF P. O.

All Kinds of Fresh

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KY.

tion. I beg to advise that no person except be be a qualified elector
of real estate or personal property, subject to taxation,
and
within the municipality, is so entitled 1o vote.
It Is my opinion that, no person can claim the privilege accorded
by this provision of law without having first assumed the burden
that goes with it. and that it is the clear intention of congress to
limit the right to. vote 1o those persons who will bear the burdens
of taxation if the bonds are Issued.
It 1s provided by Section 4022. of the Compiled Laws of 1897, that
"Every inhabitant of this territory of full age and sound mind, shall
assist the assessor In listing all propirty of which "he Is the owner
or has the control or management."
In my opinion, any person voting at this election upon he lwind
Issue-whIs not qualified a herein prescribed, WOULD BE GUILTY
OF ILLEGAL VOTING, AND SUBJECT TO THE PENALTY PRESCRIBED FOR THAT OFFENSE, AND JUDGES AND CLERKS OF
ELECTION WHO RECEIVE SUCH VOTES WOULD BE LIKEWISE GUILTY OF PERMITTING ILLEGAL VOTING, AND SUBJECT TO THE PENALTY PRESCRIBED FOR THAT OFFENSE.
It Is not the intention of the act of congress to permit men who
refrain from returning their property for taxation, and who liear
no share of the public burden, to vote upon a mere claim to be owners of taxable property upon which no taxes have ever been paid.
Very Respectfully,
Albuquerque, N. M., Mareh 31.
NEILL It. FIELD.

Wagons

IflllNnRY P.n

IMPFRIAI

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

o

RAILROAD

rr

Woolens laundered without shrinking. W
Iisyb addM to our already wcdl equipped laundery a machine with which we csn handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them tny
are just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to as
and we will straighten them out for you.

Bottled In Bond.

HARNESS

ti.,

FOUND AT LAST

.......

Meat Market

BARGAINS IN

CURE

rt

,,,.,

THIRD STREET

RUGS
Arriving Daily. Some new and
Original Pattern In all
Standard Goods.

0

"3

.-

FRANCHISE

ITS

OR FORFEIT

i-

(fri--

SPRING CARPETS AND

J. D. EMMONS.
Wholesale and Retail.
177.
Auto phone 474. Colo, phone
, .
,.
....
...
.1 Cnr.
.
f..,-.- r
or 1.4111 AU'lliM1 nt." ' - viaond street- - west end of
duct.

l

Imtliiti4 rr ul..ttinc

MADE TO FULFILL ITS CONTRACT
t.M,

The Most Complete Unit
tern cn the Market.

,

U

otft.tt.. ,.d

AM) FII,INC CAHIXIOTS

9

..,..

n.

WWkwi..

SEVEN

PAGE

SHOULD BE

COMPANY

ilk

DRAGOIE

Dealer ia
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,

Best

Groceries, Clgara and Tobacco, ana
all kinds of Fresh Meat
Free Delivery. 300 North Broadway. Corner of WashOrders Solicited.
214 South second Street
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M,

BSSSiSaa

CJWaflMfc

f.
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The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

m

CONDUCTOR IS KILLED ON
TRAIN BY NEWS ACENT.
A special from Koswell
to the li'ii-ve- r

Itepuldican, dated March 31, says:
Frank H. Curtis, one of the most
!ipu!ar conductors m the Pecos Valley line, was murdertd on bis train
Ium niL'ht lutweeii this city and
Price, the newsboy on
ly 1'?.
the train. Price was said to nave insulted two la lies nnd the conductor
censured liiin. This angered Price.
a.nd I'.e shot Curtis three times. The
condtu'or died in ten minutes. The
murderer was arrested and taken to
Price
(Xsevcli county tor a htarinn.
Ky. Curtis was
ia from Madismivillc.
r or the Order of
an Elk. a
Railwav ' ' nductors, and was married

Lv&aicid on the Belen Cut-o- ff
of The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Ire Railway
.Js2 in 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Bclcn Townsite

Por-tale- s

iik-ii- i

or l.ooo buiiiif?

itfD-

ii' y.:is:;ii,
l

I

-

:
greets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; publlt school Bonis, cost-- j
dud reaid' ij. e !'(n. size 25x142 feet, laid out with hroad 80 and
churc hes, Corcn.ereial rlub; a population of 1.500 inhabitants ; larpest men a:. tile establishments in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels dally; large winery; three aotels,
ctr. Helen ie t!:e lurarst shipping point for wool, fl iur, wheat,
beant -- i bay iu Ceutral New Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city Inthe near future cannot be estimated.

rST

LIMITED EXPRFSS. fAIL

NP FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE W.LL GO OVFR THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH

'.r mrad a: e In ttie center of tbe city, well graded, (many
yird. druS'stnr. harness shop. etc. etc Also a
;;.!

l

first-clas-

-..

FE PLANS LARGE
YARDS AT SILVER CITY.
K Etter .SUpel till i lldellt nf the
Rio firande division of the Santa Fe,
and F. T. P. nedict. chief ennineer of
SANTA

the same division, were in Silv.-- City
a few days ago. Their visit was for
the purpose of looking over the local
yards of the company with a view of
obtaining additional track facilities,
the increased treigbt traffic in Silver
City demanding this. Owing lo the
h ' Santa Fe
f
peculiur
u
hx-at- i

of them Improved by
modern hotel

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE
APPLY AT ONCE FOR

JOHN ' BECKER, President

War
a.
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n0 gand or gravel.

We need a

first-clas-
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bakery, tailor snop, shoe house. Jeweler, plumbing Shot, alanlng BUI.

TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

DEEDS.

nnd Improvement Gomnzinv
WM. M. BERGER,

TQiAn
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PAGE EIGHT

'ALBUQUERQUE

LOCAL AND

PER SOX AL
3I4

'r&S

WEST RAItPOaDAVE.'

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

MESSENGERS

ARRIVAL

OF TRAINS.

Following la the 4 o'clock report of
the arrival of Santa Ke pn8enirer

trains:

Our noljliy stylos of Oxforda for
Women dainty Uwklng, glovo fitting,
will wearing Just the kind of shoos
you want for theso beautiful 6prlng
days. A large assortment to select
from PaUnt Kid, Ylcl Kid or Gun
Metal, Mack or tan, low, medium or
liliTii Jieels, light or extension sales.

Vice Kid

Patent

$1.65 to $3.00
to 3.50
3,50

--

Kid

- 2.75

--

Gun Metal

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes into which
they enter. This is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee theiu.

F. F. TROTTER
Not.
.i

-rr--.....

T"rT

118

and 120 South Second street.

t

GEO. W. HICKOX.

T. Y. MAYNARD.

The Hickox - Maynatd Co.
ARE EXCLUSIVE

REPRESENTATIVES

OF

The Gorham Manufacturing Co. Sterling Silverware.
The . Libbey Co. Artistic Cut Glass.
The W. A. Pickard Hand Painted China.
Each in its claw appropriate for weddings gifts.
Our stock of Diamonds "Never before so complete."
good time for investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing
SOUTH

Do You Use

SECOND

'Tis a
In value.

STREET.

a Fountain Syringe

If not. ycu may a little later. It will pay you to buy It from us Saturday, March 24. Remember, for one day only at the following cut prices:'
Quart
Quart
4- - Quart
2- -

3- -

Regular Price $1.00
Regular Price $1.25
Regular Price $1.50

Our Price Saturday
Our Price Saturday
Our Price Saturday

65c
75c
90c

They are all standard quality, hut we are overstocked, and must reduce the same before hot weather. Don't forget the date Saturday,
March 24 and the time one day only. Mail orders will be accent-eat the above prices.

J,

H. O'RIELLY

GO, Druggists

Barnelt Building

LUMBER

SASH

CEMENT

DOORS

time.
time.
time.
time.
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At
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GLASS

REX FLINTKOTE PAINT

n. m.

H. C. Ilfeld is down from
on business.

Iih

Vegas

Vote the Citizens' Nonpartisan
Party ticket.
Deputy United States Marshal Goo.
Kaseman Is In Gallup on oflklnl business.
Veens, spent
Arthur JudaH of
yesterday In the city, returning home
last night.
Mrs. .Tohn Foulks of Soulh Third
street, was at home to the Iowa club
thin afternoon.
In your anxiety to defeat the water
bonds, don't forgot to vote bonds for
a city building.
There will bo a meeting of Alamo
Hive at Odd Fellows' hall tomorrow
afttrnoon at 2:30 o'clock.
Captain W. E. Dame, clerk of the
Second judicial district court, is In
Mexico on n short business trip.
1
Charles n. Keyes, president of
the New Mexico School of Mines. a.t
Socorro, was an Albuquerque visitor
this morning.
Hon. Nelll B. Field, the well known
attorney, was a passenger for Santa
Fe yesterday. He returned to the city
last night.
Dr. C. H. Son nor, president of the
New Mexico Hoard
Osteopathy, Is
in Santa Fe today attending a meeting of the board.
Mrs. It. F. Asplund left last evening
for Long JJeach, Cal., for a visit to
her parents, who have taken a cottage
there frr the spring and summer.
M. II. Otero spent
Sunday at Los
I. unas with his daughter, Mrs. Solomon I.una, and passed through, the
city this morning cn route to Santa
i'e.
Rc'Kular meeting of Mineral Lodge
No. 4, Knights of Pythias, tonight at

Important business to
:. Newcjmer, K. of R.

o'clock.
transact. S.
S.
and
Arno Hunlng of the Nash Electrical
Supply company, has gone to St.
Loui.'t. Mo., and Denver, CjIo., where
he will purchase supplies for the Albuquerque bouse.
The Ladies' Aid society of the Congregational church will hold a worK
meeting at the home of Mrs. N. E.
Stevens, 619 West Coal avenue, Tuesday afternoon at 8:30 o'clock.
The monthly banquet of the Y. P.
S. C. E. of the Congregational church,
will lie held Tuesday evening at (!:30
o'clock
at the home of Mrs.
on South Fifth street.
Pilgrim Commandery, Knights Templar, have accepted an invitation from
tlie Rev. John Uarron, pastor of the
Congregational church, to attend the
Easter services in that church la a
7 : 30

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS

THE ARCH FRONT.

No. 1
No. 7
No. 9
No. 4
No. 8

body.

Aniada Chaves has Just completed
bis inspection of the schools of Sandoval county, most of which are now
closed for the season, unit it Is thought
that bis report will show much Improvement In conditions over last
year.
maA small blaze In some waste
teria! alongside of the Gross-Kellwholesale house beyond the railroad
track caused an alarm of fire to be
turned In yesterday, but the flames
had Ik en extinguished before the arrival of lite department.
Train No. 10 this morning carried a
car of fourteen United States prisoners, en route from Fort Dliss, Texas,
to Fort Leavenworth, Kan., the federal prison. They were In charge of
Lieutenant Sieks and a squad of
soldiers.
St. Mary's club of youngsters
Saturday defeated the Young Shops
in inn ,f t
ImltoL't (ratine t f liIIUO
ball ever played In the city, by a
score of 12 to 11. Raymond Loebs
l
captained the victors, while Guy
led the Young Shops.
Tuesday night the new pipe orgau
of the Congregational t'hurch will be
heard for the first time In a recital to
be given in the. church parlors, under
the direction of E. L. Washburn. Mrs.
R. H. lister, an experienced organist, will officiate at the great organ.
The candidates on the Citizens' Non
Partisan party ticket, for aldermanle
themselves
honors, have
placed
squarely on the water question, in ac- c rdanee with a card published In 1 ne
Evening Citizen the past few days and
voters will remember them with their
votes tomorrow.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Campfield are
enjoying a visit from Mr. Campfield s
mother and niece, Mrs. C. H. Camp
coL-ore-

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Vl

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
First and Marquette,

-

Albuquerque, N.

M.

THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

Subscribe for the Citisen and Get the News
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Stilts for
Festival! Wear
Sacks in fine, uit:4h atl smooth Worsted.-.Cassimeres and Cheviot-;- , of multitudinous
patte rns and tones, all strikingly stylish, and
in many cuts tn suit the taste. Also frocks
for church parades s.. It.
and strik.

field and Miss floss Harrison, who
arrived on Friday. fr.Mn St. IxmiIs
Mrs. Campfield and
Miss Harrison
expect to remain in the city until
the marrlagf of Miss Ada Cnmptleld
to Howard Clark, which will take
place cn April ..V
Sergeant Robert Lewis, i:. R. Stewart and H. G. Pitun.in are three members of the erritorial mounted police
w ho passed through the city this morn"
inp. poiti;; to Santa Fe. (to us Ser
geant Lewis' words), "lo see whether
or
thev me going to be reinstated
mod."
It is rumored that Sheriff Anuijo
will swear in a number of extra
the
ehi riffs for work around
polls. They will lo Instructed to arrest Rll ihoe attempting to pass
thomsolvis off as taxpayers, for the
purpose of voting for .r ngiinst the
,
water bonds.
W. .1. Gail ralth, who has been In the
city for some time past, from Ogdens-- I
lii'g. N. V., left Saturday night for
Ni idles, Cal., where he will visit for
a few weeks and then take a trip!
Mr. (11-- j
through the southwest.
bif.ith is lu tne southwest for the ben
efit of his health.
United States court convenes nt
l as
today. United States
Crucis
Marshal C. M. Forakcr says that tae
session promises to be a long and
important one. Over eighty witness
subpoenas have been served nlrendy.
and more will be issued after the
grand jury gets to grinding.
A fire stt the lumber mills yesterday
afternoon destroyed about an are of
kindling wood of comparatively little
value. The wood 13 estimated by the
It was spread out to dry.
acre, hooan-did good
The city fire department
the
service "in finally extinguishing
flames.
Rev. Henry U. Coleman, of Kentucky, supreme chancellor of tne Oriental Order of the Pilgram Knights,
Grand Chaplain of the Grand lodge
of Kentucky, and the author of numerous works on Masonry, will lecture Wednesday, April 4. to Masons
only, on "Freemasonry in the Holy
Land,-- ' at the Masonic hall.
W. H. Croft, of the Hewitt Manufacturing company, of Chicago, was
in the city Friday, conferring with
their local representative, nnd district
superin endent, Thomas Isherwood.
The Hewitt company.fiirnIsb.es nil the
brass foundry work for th. Santa re
coast lines, mo't of which Is under
the supenision of Mr. lsl erwood.
Tho Cordova Mining company, in
which a large number of Albuquerque-an- s
sve interested, Saturday shipped a
car load of supplies to their property
at Rio Piterco, for the purpose of sinking their shaft at that point another
fifty feet. They report bavin.; encounload and the prospect is
tered a il
for a good paying copper property.
The wind and sand storm yesterday
interfered to a Kreat extent with the
usual Sunday band concert tit Traction park, nnd the racing matinee as
well, as but few were out, owing to
the disagreeable weather. An awning
ever the sidewalk at the E. L. Washburn store was blown down and torn
to s'hreds, as was one or two other
awnings In the city.
Frank Scully, tho accommodating
day clerk nt ihe Alvarado, made a flying trip to Lf Paso Saturday night.
Mr. Scully only had Sunday off, and
to
boarded a sleeper, expecting
awaken in the Pass City. He was going down to 'see a bull fight. When
he lifted Uie berth curtain, familiar
scenes met his eye. On account of
the Stockton wreck No. 9 did not get
away from Albuquerque until 7 o'clock
Sunday morning.
Charles P. Hanford and his company pleased Saturday night, In ' .e
as at
Taming of the Shrew," as
the matinee performance of "The Merchant of Venice." On each occasion
the house was packed and tho company was awarded merited apphutst-f;i- r
their excellent Interpretation of
Although this was
the two plnws.
Mr. Ilanford's first visit, to Albuquerque, in can be sure of a warm wel
come should he see fit to return again.
Captain C. C. Smith, of the Fourteenth United States civalry, spent
yesterday in the city, tho guest of
Genera Lelio. Captain SmitTi was
with Geiural I.elwi in the Philippines,
and was stationed for a while at Fort
Wr.ngate. He Is now attached to the
recruiting service as inspector at Jefferson Barracks, and stopped off here
while returning to his headquarters
trom San Diego, where he accom
panied thirty-fivnewly made soldiers.
Joseph Broyles, a former resident
of Now Mexico, died at El Paso, on
Thursday night, where he had beeu
in business about six years. He came
to New Mexico from Missouri in the
early 'sO's, and was a resident of Albuquerque. Subsequently he was a
cowboy, under Joseph Saint, on the
Ridenour-Hake- r
ranch. Ho then went
to Coolidge, N. M., and entered Into
business with Captain Smith, removing from there to Williams, Ariz.,
and then to El Paso.
Pearl Skinner, the printer, is in the
city, on a visit to relatives. While
out west. Pearl met many
Hank Rltter
He, says
, .
,
Willims. nnd that
J(lhlllu. Horton who lu.ul ,1(lwn a
at Graham Bros.' club
rooms. U now tending bar for John
It. Jones at Williams. Harvey Powell
is clerking for Ilabbitt Pros, at Wins
low, and McSnadden is teleirraph op
enitor at Holbrook. Pearl "says he
will M iy bero a short time, and then
leave lor the Klondyke, where be will
mine for a few mouths.
,

Generally fair tonight and Tuesday,
except rain or anew in north portion
Tuetday, colder.

OF SPRING

made,

lep-iK-

o

NOTICE.
City garbage wagons will start running M.tiday morning. April 2. Those
having cans to empty or who desire garbage service, will pleaxo notify
1he city w aven r at Tils office, pifi
Gold avenue, or by Auto, 'phone 217
i t
'phone 4S.
F. If. MITCHELL,
City Scavenger
NOTICE.
I am
prepared to take parties of any
numUir
point In the mountains,
during the coming season, In my wagonette, the 'Minnehaha," at reasonable rates.
I,, c. WARDWELL.
823 South Aruo street.
Commencing Monday forenoon, we
will sell primrose and Meadow Gold
butter at 30c. Golden rod, a pure
creamery
butter,
23.
Albuquerque
Cash Grociry Co., 315 West Marhle
avenue.
to-an- y
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ROOMING
HOUSE FOR RENTi
AND FURNITURE OF SAME FOR
SALE.
FINE LOCATION: GREAT
BARGAIN. APPLY O, W. STRONG'3'0
SONS.
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CAPACITY
THF RF4TINC.
THE CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH
IS LIMITED. SECURE YOUR TICK ETS AT MATSON'S FOR THE PIPE
TUIIDCnAV r
HDr M DcriTfll
ENING, APRIL 5.'

0
0
Y

South Third street.
f OUGHT.

TICKETS

Barracuda
Salmon
Smelts
Channel Cat Fish

Agency.'?

Ncttlcton Tailoring

0

RECEIVED

DAILY

Today We Have

speak louder than promises. Albuquerque Carriage Co.
ATfFN T ! 0 Hg E NTLEilLM
Order your suit now for "Easter,"
and be well dressed. You know our Q
reputation. Best workmanship, latest
Eighteen jO
styles, and lowest prices.

114

SHIPMENTS

the tags. Prices

Come in and read

Red Snapper
Flounder
Sea Bass
Gulf Cat Fish

0
e
0
0

I4

SEALSHIPT OYSTERS
Blue Points

Selects

Standards

SOLD

a
0

EXCHANGED

AKD

e

Association Office

0
Transactions
a
Guaranteed 0

ROSENFIEtO'S,

1

1

8 W, R. R. Ave,

00000000IO5000

0

OCO8O8K9O9OO0OC0O

O

BIRDSELL VAGON
"THE WORLD'S BEST."

"

I

1

THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE

113-115-1-

Furniture of six rooms;
modern house for rent,
Farr's meat market.
'.ranteed Runabout, worth lU'o,
").
Albuquerque Carriage Co.

AI.E

'I

save you on a bugay will
l.iiig way towards a new
Carriage Co.

i' we

IS THE TIME

401-40- 3

for Wholesale Trices on Plows and Other Farm Implements
The largest stock west of Kansas City.

A

DOCTOR

6HUR-O-

N

Fine Jewelry

Stationery

I

l

Lowncy's Candles

FIRST ESTABLISHED OPTICIAN IN THE CITY

Room

1

0, Whiting Blh.

Appointmonts Mado

McMTOSH HAROIVARB OOfflR&MY
Successors to

E.

J. POST

Wficlcsalo

& COMPANY
FTga

tsa

and Retail

"KLCS

WE HAVE THEM.

PRICES ARE RIGHT.

SANTA FE AVENUE.
Auto Phone, 718.

Vv'EST

M

Wholesale

M

and Retail

M

0

H

M

H

REFRIGERATORS

;v'7-:o--

K

ICE CREAM

a

M

V
M

M

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

H
M

RUBBER HOSE

FREEZERS

M

ROSES,
HON EY- -

j

Corner Gold Avenue and "ccond Street,

at Vann' Drug Store.

WIRE WINDOW
SCREENS
GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

H
H

GARDEN TOOLS
tin1-

yJ

SPADES,

M

PLANT HARDY
ViE3,' SHRUBS AND
To

ZZ2

S.VANM&SON
S. T. OFVAfflffl
PURE DRUGS
OPTICS

M

i

SHOULDER.

North First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona.
South First Street

1?

iWrit

H

nut

iOnE'S

WHITNEY COMPANY!

Ar you looking for an extra nobby
shoe to wear with your new spring H
gown? We have just received a pat- em
oxford, with kid top, Cubin M
heel
her light or heavy boles, which
we
sure will please you. Price, M
('. May's shoe store, S1I West
H
Kaili i.l avenue.

g

E. L WASHBURN CO.

Your-Dollar- s

,

See windows.

122
S. Second

AT

RACES

--

low-cos- t,

i

4

I

are those marked H. S. & M. They're
but
reproducing
every
in
detail
the cut and fabrics of
4,4.
the aristocratic tailor.
are made elastic here.
H. S. & M. Suits, $10 to S30.

1

nnu'T cnor.cr

HE Bloom of freshness is on Nature.
Even the leaves are whispering
"Spruce up!" Sprucest of all clothes
high-cla- ss

trim-minu-

e

NOW

119
West Cold

T

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trimmings,
for $1.25.
We arc making window screens all
mortised together, and as strong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
screen door,
or
that
will outlast any door shipped In here
s,
from the cast, together with
for $1.25.
We make the regular phop made
screen doors that have always cost,
heretofore, $2.00 to $2.25. for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
rr
Dl A M ! M - Ull
i.iikh. ww.

H

See Our Windows

190.

l

pre-

Suits Range from $12 to $30

MONDAY, APRIL 2,

-

silk-line- d

ingly stylish. .All Su
cise in lit, expressive in style.

CITIZEN.

EVENING

$
0

SHOVELS

H
M

RAhES
GARDEN BARROWS

M

H

H

21 C West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,
M

"

M

NEW MEXICO

M

'

M

